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It is well-known that powers of a (Schwartz) distribution generally fail to 
exist in nontrivial cases; the same is true of stochastic and operational 
distributions (i.e. linear mappings into random variables or operators in 
Hilbert space). However, in these latter cases a notion of “renormalization” 
is applicable to the powers, which in a number of interesting cases leads again 
to a distribution. 
Section 1 of this paper gives a general theory of renormalization; an 
intrinsic characterization of renormalized products; their existence in 
finite-dimensional situations; and a specialization to a certain quantum 
process underlying all “free Bose-Einstein quantum fields.” In the latter 
case the present renormalized product may be identified with the “Wick 
product” heuristically treated in connection with quantum field computations 
by means of a common recursion relation, and the “theorem of Wick” 
given a simple abstract formulation and treatment. 
Section 2 treats the renormalized powers in the case of a process con- 
stituting a mathematical formulation of the heuristic notion of “free neutral 
scalar field in a two-dimensional space-time.” An intrinsic characterization 
for the renormalized powers, as a self-adjoint operator-valued distribution 
in space, at a &ed time, is developed in terms of simple and natural trans- 
formation properties of the distributions, under certain unitary transforma- 
tions. The existence of the distributions thus characterized is shown by an 
explicit limiting procedure which yields the commutativity as well as the 
self-adjointness of all the renormalized powers of the “field” at a fixed 
time, and provides their simultaneous spectral resolution. These results 
subsume Theorem 1 of [I6]. 
* Research conducted in part during the tenure of a Guggenheim Fellowship, and 
supported in part by the Office of Scientific Research. 
+ The present work concerned with processes associated with a 2-dimensional 
space-time constitutes a detailed presentation of material given in a course on the 
mathematical theory of quantum fields at M.I.T. in 1966-67. It was originally planned 
to combine this material with more recent work presenting analogous, suitably 
modified, developments applicable to arbitrary-dimensional space-times. Due to the 
space which an adequately detailed and rigorous treatment has required, it is being 
published separately. The higher-dimensional cases will be treated in a forthcoming 
sequel. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the meaning and treatment of nonlinear functions 
of weak functions (i.e. functions defined only through the application 
of linear functionals) is one that arises in many contexts. but has 
attained as yet comparatively little mathematical development. In 
the treatment of nonlinear differential equations, for example, the 
utilization of generalized functions such as the distributions developed 
by L. Schwartz is severely limited by the lack of any effective non- 
linear calculus applicable to such weak functions. The same might 
appear to be true a fortiori in the case of the nonlinear partial 
differential equations of relativistic quantum field theory; no nontrivial 
instance of the complete resolution of any such equation has yet been 
given. Another case where similar difficulties appear is in the treatment 
of nonlinear stochastic partial differential equations. In the case of 
quantum fields, strong (as opposed to weak) functions are ruled out by 
desiderata of group invariance. Similarly, in the case of stochastic 
partial differential equations, the desideratum of temporal invariance 
for the probability measures in question is not clearly consistent with 
the existence of strong solutions. 
This paper originated in the observation that in certain cases of 
quantized and stochastic weak functions, it was possible to form 
powers in a certain sense which could be correlated with general 
mathematical ideas, which were again functions of the same type. 
Thus the additional structure which is present in these cases permits 
a treatment which is unavailable in the far simpler case of conventional 
distributions. The powers in question differ from the limits of cor- 
responding powers of approximating strong functions; in an intuitive 
sense they differ from these (generally non-existent) limits by certain 
infinite terms, and so are called “renormalized” powers. Despite 
this apparent gross mutilation of the formal idea of a power, they 
have the essential attributes of such functions, from the viewpoints 
of the theories of partial differential equations and of groups of trans- 
formations. In particular, they are local, in the sense that the appli- 
cation of the power commutes with the operation of restriction to 
an open set; and transform under mappings of the underlying space 
in the same way as conventional powers. An instance of the utilization 
of this locality property for the extension of known results concerning 
non-linear hyperbolic equations from the classical to certain quantized 
cases is given in [Z6]. 
A general theory of renormalized algebraic operations on weak 
processes is given in Part I of the present paper. These renormalized 
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operations depend not only on the algebra, but also, in an essential 
way, on a given linear functional on the algebra. The treatment is 
designed to be applicable to algebras generated by quantum field 
operators, the linear functional in question being taken as the 
“physical vacuum.” In anticipation of contemplated applications in 
this direction, and in order to clarify the theory from a general 
mathematical viewpoint, the treatment is relatively broad. 
In Part II, the particular cases of certain “normal” processes, 
known in the theoretical physical literature as “free fields,” are treated 
within a context applicable to a general locally compact abelian group 
(playing the role of the physical “space”) and relatively general 
covariance operator (which is formally equivalent to the object 
known in the heuristic literature as the “two-point function”). As a 
quite special case, the space average, relative to an arbitrary weight 
function in L, h L, , of the renormalized nth power of a “neutral 
scalar relativistic field in two space-time dimensions” (n = 2, 3,...) 
is shown to exist as a self-adjoint operator; the simultaneous spectral 
resolution of all such operators, and various properties of them, 
follow. In this case, the renormalized products are formally identi- 
fiable with objects well-known in heuristic quantum field theory, which 
have been found effective in standardizing and facilitating perturbative 
computations; these were studied by G. C. Wick and are known as 
“Wick products.” A mathematical treatment from a fresh viewpoint 
of the space-time average of formally similar objects was given in [IO]. 
In more than two space-time dimensions the main existential result 
applies only to processes which are not fully relativistic. In a sequel 
to this paper it will be shown that there are then analogous results for 
the relativistic case, in which the space-averaged renormalized powers 
are suitably generalized operators. An ultimate aim of the present 
direction of work is the precise formulation and treatment of the 
fundamental nonlinear relativistic partial differential equations of 
relativistic field theory, as indicated more fully in [12]. Some of the 
present and forthcoming work appear there in summary form, as 
well as in [16], and in the Proceedings of the Conference on Construc- 
tive Quantum Field Theory, held at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in April, 1966. 
1. RENORMALIZED PRODUCTS OF GENERALIZED PROCESSES 
1.1. Generalized functions whose values are random variables 
or operators in Hilbert space, and especially the problem of the multi- 
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plication of such functions, are treated in this paper. The following 
terminology will be employed. 
DEFINITION 1. Let M be a given set, and L a real linear vector 
space consisting of functions on M whose values lie in a given real 
linear vector space (which in the present work will generally be the 
space of real or complex numbers); alternatively, L may consist of 
equivalence classes of functions, two functions being equivalent if 
they coincide except on a null set, where it is assumed that a given 
ring of subsets of M has been designated as the ring of null sets. 
A (weak) stochastic process in M, with probe space L, is an equivalence 
class of real-linear mappings @ from L into the set of all numerical 
random variables on a probability measure space P; where for two 
such mappings Q, and @j’, CD is said to be equivalent to @’ (symbol- 
ically @ w @‘) if 
Pr[(@(q),..., Q&J) E B] == Pr[(@‘(Xi),..., @‘(.m)) E B] 
for every finite ordered set xi ,..., x, of vectors in L and Bore1 set B in 
numerical n-space. Here “Pr” denotes the probability measure of the 
set in question. It is not difficult to establish (and well-known) that 
the indicated equivalence condition is equivalent to the condition 
that E(eiO(“) = E(e i0’(Z)) for all x E L, in the case in which the Q(x) 
are real-valued random variables, for all N. 
Any member @ of the indicated equivalence class will be called a 
“concrete” stochastic process; the equivalence class itself may in 
distinction be called an “abstract” stochastic process; simply the term 
“stochastic process” will be employed when the context makes clear, 
or it is immaterial, which type is involved. 
An operational process in M, with probe space L, is an equivalence 
class of linear mappings a3 from L into the set of all closed densely 
defined linear operators in a Hilbert space H, where strong operations 
are employed with the partial algebra of closed densely defined 
operators; the strong sum of two such operators is said to exist if the 
usual sum has a closure which is a densely defined operator, and is 
defined as this operator; and strong multiplication by (the number) 
zero carries any closed operator into the (everywhere defined) zero 
operator. Here two such maps CD and @’ from L into the closed 
operators in the Hilbert spaces H and H’ respectively are equivalent 
provided there exists a unitary transformation U of H onto H’ such 
that 
U@(x) u-1 = @‘(x), x E L. 
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Again, any member of the equivalence class will be called a concrete 
operational process, etc. 
A quantum process’ in M with probe space L is an equivalence class 
of structures (@, H, V) where (CD, H) is a concrete operational process, 
and v is a unit vector in H; it is cyclic if v is cyclic for the ring of 
operators R generated by the bounded operators determined by the 
Q(x), by which are meant the partially isometric operators and the 
spectral projections of the positive self-adjoint operators in (either 
of the two) canonical polar decompositions of Q(X); the equivalence 
relation in question is given by the definition: (@, H, V) is equivalent 
to (CD’, H’, ZI’) provided there exists a unitary transformation U from H 
onto H’ such that 
U@(x) u-1 = W(x) uv = 0’. 
The linear functional E on R given by the equation E(T) = (TV, v) 
is called the vacuuml, or vacuum state, of the process. 
Quantum processes constitute essentially a noncommutative 
generalization of stochastic processes, as indicated by 
SCHOLIUM 1. Let @ denote a concrete stochastic process with probe 
space L and probability space P; let P’ denote the subspace whose sigma- 
ring of measurable sets2 is the minimal one with respect to which all the 
Q(x) are measurable; let H = L,(P’), and let v denote the function which 
is identicaZZy 1 on P. Then if Q’(x) denotes for any x E L the operation 
of multiplication by Q(x), the structure (@‘, H, v) is a concrete cycZic 
quantum process. Furthermore, equivalent stochastic processes give rise to 
equivalent quantum processes, and every cyclic quantum process for which 
R is commutative arises in this fashion. 
Proof. T6e only part of this scholium which is not essentially 
straight-forward is the association of a given quantum process having 
r Operational and quantum processes as here defined are sometimes called “quantum 
fields;” however, since the latter term is often used in an essentially heuristic connota- 
tion, and since the terminology in the literature is quite variable, it has seemed 
desirable to use the more neutral and mathematical term of “process.” The term 
“fundamental state” might for similar reasons be preferable to the term “vacuum” 
employed below, but it is felt that the relative brevity of the latter supersedes this 
consideration. In the older heuristic literature, the vector v described below is itself 
called the “vacuum,” while E(T) is called the “vacuum expectation value of T.” 
* Strictly speaking, of course, it is the ring of measurable sets modulo null sets 
which is relevant here, but such considerations are much too well known for it to be 
worth the circumlocutions required to be explicitly grammatical on this point, here 
or later in this paper. 
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a commutative ring R (for brevity, a commutative process) with 
a suitable stochastic process; in this connection, cf. [I] or [2]. 
Remark 1. For clarification of the foregoing and correlation with 
alternative terminologies, the following remarks are made. In the 
terminology of [3], a stochastic process with probe space L is a weak 
(probability) distribution in the dual L’ of L. In practice it is sometimes 
more convenient to use in place of dual spaces, paired linear spaces L 
and K, by which is meant two real linear vector spaces together with 
a bilinear nondegenerate form <f, JJ) (f~ L, y E K) on L x K; K may 
be identified with L’ in the corresponding weak topology. Associated 
with the weak distribution Q, in K-which distribution is represented 
by definition by a linear mapping from the dual of K to random 
variables-there is a probability measure, which is not in general 
countably additive, on the ring of subsets of K of the form 
S = [Y E K: (r(~~>,..-, y(d) E 4 
for some finite ?t, Bore1 set B in Rn, and vectors x1 ,..., x, in L, which 
measure is given by the equation 
Pr[S] = Pr[(@&),..., O(xn)) E B]. 
When this measure is countably additive, the distribution is of the 
conventional, so-called “strong” type; but this is rarely the case for 
the spaces of interest later in this paper. 
Equivalent to the weak distribution, for which the indicated measure 
need not be countably additive, is the notion of “generalized random 
process” introduced by GeIfand (cf. [4J); the terms “random process” 
and “random field” are also used for the concept here called 
“stochastic process.” The term “random distribution” has been 
employed in the case that M is a C” manifold, L consists of all Cm 
functions of compact support, and @ enjoys suitable continuity prop- 
erties. In order to minimize confusion between the two distinct 
meanings of the term “distribution” in these connections, a “weak 
distribution” will henceforth be referred to as a “weak probability 
measure, ” and the term “distribution” avoided. 
The conventional notion of stochastic process may here be 
designated as a strict stochastic process; this is one such that 
where 4 is a measurable mapping from M into random variables, and 
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nz is an abstract Lebesgue measure on M; it is assumed here that all 
elements of L are suitably measurable, and that the integral exists 
in an absolutely convergent sense. These notions will not be further 
specified here, since the concept of strict process is introduced only 
for explanatory purposes; the essential point is that the function- 
class $( *) conventionally representing the stochastic process is uniquely 
determined by the integrated form of the process, @(a), employed here 
and applicable more generally to weak processes. Like countably 
additive probability measures in function space, strict processes 
occur rather rarely in connection with the present work. 
DEFINITION 2. An operational process @ with probe space L 
is called “canonical” if B(X) is self-adjoint for all x E L, and if L is 
a direct sum L = L, @ L, of subspaces L, and L, (the subscripts 
here are abbreviations for “anti-symmetric” and “symmetric”) such 
that 
(1.1) ifs, y E L, , then p(z)eLw/) = ezA(s.u)ezO(‘)ei@W , 
is a necessarily anti-symmetric) nondegenerate bilinear ( 
U-2) ifx,yEL,, then @(x> @(y) + Q(Y) Q’(x) = 2q.T Y) 1, 
where S(* , *) is a (necessarily symmetric) nondegenerate bilinear 
form on L, , and I denotes the identity operator; 
(1.3) if x E L, and y E L, , then a(x) and G(y) commute (strongly, i.e. their 
spectral projections do so). 
A quantum process is canonical if the associated operational process 
is such. 
SCHOLIUM 2. If a given operational process @ is such that Q(x) is 
always self-adjoint and there exist subspaces L, and L, of the indicated 
types, then L, and the form S on it, as well as, under the additional 
hypothesis that L, is not of $nite odd dimension, L, and the form A on it, 
are unique. 
Proof. If x’ E L, , then 2@(~)~ = 2S(x, x)1, from which it follows 
that G(X) is bounded. On the other hand, if x E L, , then by the von 
Neumann uniqueness theorem for the Schrodinger operators (cf. 
e-g- PI)> @( 1 b x is ounded only when x = 0. It follows that if x EL, 
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and y E L, withy # 0, then @(x + y) is unbounded. Thus L, consists 
precisely of the set of all vectors x E L such that Q(x) is bounded. It is 
clear that S(* , *) is uniquely determined and necessarily symmetric. 
Thus L, is unique. If L,’ is another space with the same properties 
as L, , then any element z E L,’ has the form x = x + y with x E L, 
and y E L, . Since x = z - y, Q(X) is the closure of @p(x) - @i(y); 
since each of G(Z) and Q(y) commute strongly with all @(x’), x’ E L, , 
the same is true of G(X). [In greater detail, if A and B are closed densely 
defined operators in a Hilbert space strongly commuting with the 
closed densely defined operator C, then the closure of A - B, if it 
exists, also strongly commutes with C. For the hypothesized com- 
mutativity means that the ring R, commutes with the ring R, , 
as does the ring R, with the ring R, , where the ring in question is 
the ring of all bounded functions of A, i.e. the ring generated by the 
partially isometric constituent of A and the bounded spectral pro- 
jections of its self-adjoint constituent in its canonical polar decom- 
position, these rings being the same whether left or right decomposi- 
tions are employed. Now A - B is affiliated with the ring RA V Rg , 
i.e. the ring it determines is contained in RA V Rs ; to show this it 
suffices, as follows from the von Neumann double commuter theorem 
to show that A - B commutes with all unitary operators V which 
commute with both RA and RB ; any such operator V evidently 
commutes with A and B, hence with A - B, and hence with A - B. 
But R, V RB commutes with Rc , since each ring in the union does 
so; this means that every operator affiliated with RA V RB strongly 
commutes with C, in particular A - B does so.] 
Now the restriction of @ to L, extends to a representation of the 
Clifford algebra over (L, , S); the restriction of this extension to any 
subspace of L, of finite even dimension is therefore an isomorphism; 
the image algebra is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional complete 
matrix algebra, and so has trivial center. Since G(x) is central, it must 
be a scalar operator, but this is inconsistent with the isomorphic 
character of the indicated restriction of the extension of Cp. Thus 
L, is unique. On taking adjoints in the (“Weyl”) relation (1.1) it 
follows that -A(x, y) = A(-y, -X) = A(y, x), and it is evident 
that 4(x, y) is unique. 
Remark 2. The relations (1.1) are the Weyl form of the so-called 
“canonical commutation relations,” which are associated in theoretical 
physical applications with so-called “Bose-Einstein” fields. The 
relations (1.2) are the so-called “anti-commutation relations,” 
similarly associated with Fermi-Dirac fields. The latter will be 
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treated later; the present work is restricted to the case of the 
relations (l.l), although there is little doubt that parallel results are 
valid quite generally. 
Remark 3. The main aim of this paper is the study of nonlinear 
local functions of weak processes. In explication of this aim, it may 
be helpful to utilize a notation similar to one employed in the theory 
of distributions of Schwartz, (as well as in heuristic studies of quantum 
fields) according to which the weak process @b(f) is written in the form 
where 4(.) is the function considered earlier when d(.) is a strict 
process, but is otherwise meaningful only as a symbolism in con- 
nection with Q(f). S ince d(.) has in general no meaning as a function 
on M, and simply serves as an occasionally convenient symbolism 
in connection with Q(f), the expression F($(x)), where F is a given 
function of a numerical variable, has no a priori meaning, unless 
F(Z) = cl for some constant c; for example, d(x)’ is without apparent 
mathematical significance. Nevertheless, such expressions arise 
naturally in the mathematical treatment of the physical idea of a 
“local” interaction, as well as in the theory of stochastic nonlinear 
partial differential equations. It will be shown that an effective 
meaning can be given to such expressions, in suitable nontrivial 
instances, but that a certain “infinite renormalization” may be 
involved. 
The obvious approach to the indicated question is by the approxi- 
mation of weak processes by strict ones, combined with the definition 
of the square (for example) of the weak process as the suitable limit 
of the squares of the approximating strict processes. This approach 
is however ineffective in even the simplest nontrivial cases of present 
concern, in which there is a significant degree of group-invariance. 
Example 1. Consider for example the problem of defining non- 
linear functions of fractional derivatives of the Wiener model x(t) 
for Brownian motion. As shown essentially by Wiener, the derivative 
of order Z, x(r)(t) is a strict process for I < l/2, and a weak one for 
Z > l/2. The simplest nontrivial case is therefore the fractional 
derivative ~o/a)(t) of order 112, say r(t). For simplicity, the process 
may be taken on the circle rather than on the line; only a local question 
is involved, and familiar probabilistic methods could be used to 
adapt the following from the circle to the line. On the circle, the 
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process itself, and not merely its derivative, 
group-invariant terms: 
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may be formulated in 
where n = fl, f2,..., E, is a complex normally distributed random 
variable of mean 0 and unit varience, which is orthogonal to its 
complex conjugate, and E-, = E,, ; apart from the last relation, the Ed 
are assumed to be mutually independent. Then since there exists 
a unitary operator on L, which carries einW!2 into einf 1 n jl/?, it will 
suffice to consider the process 
y(t) - C c,eLnfn-1/2 
n 
note that the unitary operator in question transforms the process into 
an equivalent process (cf. [q). 
If yN(t) is the same sum taken over values n such that [ n j < N, 
then 
an 
YN = 
J o (YNPN2 dt = 2iT c I %a I2 I ?f 1-l I%l<N 
by a simple computation; Exp(eilYN) is readily computed as 
l<lz+,,(l - ci(Zin)-l, = fN(Z) say, where c is a certain positive 
!&&ant; and fN(l) exp[-2il &.+<J is easily seen to have a limit, . . 
as N --t co, uniformly for I in any bounded real interval. It follows 
that if 2, = YN - 2 x lGnGNn-l, then {Z,> is stochastically con- 
vergent to a finite random variable 2, which implies that {YN> is 
is stochastically convergent to + CO. From the zero-one law, it follows 
that YN + + co with probability one. 
Iff(t) is any nonnegative, not identically zero, continuous function 
on the circle, then there exist, by compactness, a finite set si ,..., s, on 
the circle such that 1 < x:lGiG,f(t + si). Setting 
Y N.f = J - bN@))‘f@) dt, 
it follows from the group-invariance of the Wiener process on the 
circle that {Exp[ YN,f,l) is independent of i, where fi(t) = f(t + si), 
and hence that Exp[ YN,f] + co. It may be shown (by simple estimates 
of variances; or from the general theory of series of independent 
random variables (cf. [.5], Ch. 3, Sec. 2); or as a trivial consequence 
of theory given later in this paper) that YN,j - Ex~[Y,-,~] is con- 
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vergent with probability one to a finite random variable. It follows 
that k:,,, + + co with probability one. 
To summarize, for the W&zer process x(t), and any continuous non- 
negatiz?e function f(.), the average with weight function f of the square 
of the fractional derivative of order I,,2 exists in essentially a conventional 
probabilistic sense, and 
J - (x”‘(t))“f(t) dt = fee 
with probability one. 
This might appear to leave little doubt about the meaninglessness 
of putative differential equations in which expressions such as (x1/2(t))2 
appear. Actually, expressions of a similar but more singular nature 
appear in the differential equations of heuristic quantum field theory. 
A somewhat opportunistic solution to the problem in the special case 
just considered emerges from the incidental result cited, namely 
the convergence as N --+a~ of Y,:,, - Exp[Y,,,] to a finite random 
variable; this suggests the redefimtron of the square as the limit of 
the centered squares of the approximating strict processes (where 
“centering” refers to the subtraction of the expectation value; cf. [.5]). 
Apart from having no a priori justification other than that it gives a 
finite nonzero result, this procedure suffers from the difficulty that it 
fails for cubes and higher powers. Nevertheless, it is the simplest 
instance of a “renormalized” definition of a nonlinear function of a 
weak process, which will be shown in this paper to have a simple 
and natural intrinsic characterization. These intrinsically characterized 
processes will be shown to exist by more complicated renormalizations 
than centering, which are quite analogous (and in certain cases, 
effectively equivalent) to these of “subtraction physics;” and the 
resulting operations on weak processes will be shown to enjoy many 
of the mathematical properties that nonlinear operations on strict 
processes have; most notable among these properties are those of 
“locality” and group-invariance, as specified blow. 
1.2. Let CD be a weak stochastic process in the given set M, 
relative to the given probe space L; assume further that L is endowed 
with a topology relative to which it is a linear topological space, and 
that @ is continuous, relative to the topology of convergence in measure 
for the random variables in question. The process is called quasi- 
invariant in case the associated weak distribution on L’ is quasi- 
invariant in the established sense [6]; this means, specifically, that 
either one of the following two equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
(a) For any element y E L’, there exists a unitary operator U on the 
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Hilbert space of all square-integrable random variables determined 
by the Q(f), f E L such that 
UT&-I = T, + y(f) I; T, = operation of multiplication by Q(f); 
I = identity operator; 
(b) For any element y E L’ there exists an automorphism A, of 
the algebra of all bounded random variables determined by the 
@(f ), f E L, whose induced action carries Q(f) into Q(f) + y( f ), for 
all f E L, in the sense that if b(t, ,..., tn) denotes any bounded Baire 
function of the numerical variables t, ,..., t, , then 
Now L is canonically identifiable with the dual of L’, relative to the 
weak topology on L’ induced by the elements of L; indeed, this is 
the basis for the association of a stochastic process in M with a weak 
distribution in L’. Such a weak distribution may be called “strong” 
in case the associated probability measure in L’ is countably additive. 
When this is the case, quasi-invariance is equivalent to the absolute 
continuity of the transformations P + x + y in L’, for all y E L’. In 
the case of a general (not necessarily strict) distribution in L’, a third 
alternative formulation for quasi-invariance may be given in terms of 
a generalized notion of absolute continuity (see [6-j). 
In the presence of quasi-invariance, there is a natural means of 
defining the powers of a weak process, which may be motivated in 
the following fashion. If the element of a distinguished measure on M 
is denoted as dx, the notation G(f) - Jcj(x)f (x) dx for the given 
process is, as earlier indicated somewhat suggestive. Now let A, 
denote the automorphism of the algebra of all numerically-valued 
random variables induced by translation in the space K by the vector 
k E K; suppose that K consists of functions on M, and suppose also, 
for the moment, that the process is strict. Then if R = J4(x)” f (x) dx, 
it is easily found that 
(9 40-9 - R = 2 i+(x) Nx)f(x) dx + 1 W2f(x) dx, 
on noting that A, maps (b(x) into 4(x) + k(x). This suggests the defi- 
nition that the square, say $(“)(.) of the process @(.) exists, and has 
in its domain the function f on M, provided there exists a random 
variable R (measurable with respect to the ring determined by the 
Q(g), g E S) such that equation (*) is satisfied. Evidently, R is never 
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unique, for an arbitrary constant may be added to it, but its relative 
uniqueness is readily dealt with as follows. 
Let R, denote the basic ring of random variables, i.e. the ring of 
measurable numerical functions modulo null functions, relative to 
the ring determined by the Q(g), g E S, on the probability measure 
space in question. Now let R, denote the subring (possibly consisting 
only of the constants) of all elements R E R, such that A,(R) = R for 
all K E K. Then @“J(f) is unique modulo R, , since if both R and R’ 
satisfy equation (*), then 
(3 A,(R) - R = A,(R’) - R’ 
for all k E K, from which it follows that R - R’ E R, . The residue 
class of P2)(f) modulo R, , say CD(~)‘(~), is then unique, and CD(~)‘(.) 
is a linear mapping from a linear space of functions on M into such 
residue classes. It is in general not a process, but gives rise to a process 
in a natural fashion in the case that Q(‘)(f) contains an integrable 
element. For this element can be chosen so that its conditional expec- 
tation relative to the ring R, is zero, and remains integrable; 
it is the only such element, for if R and R’ are two such elements, 
then the defining equality, (2), implies that R - R’ E R, , and on 
taking the conditional expectation relative to RI , it follows that 
R - R’ = E[R 1 R,] - E[R’ 1 R,] = 0. 
The foregoing process may be extended to higher powers by 
induction, but on making this extension it becomes apparent that it 
is convenient to introduce a mapping Go , and to define Q1 as slightly 
different from CD itself. Specifically, it is convenient to make the 
Assumption A. (1) The probe space L is invariant under 
multiplication by elements of the sample space: K~E L if k E K 
andfE L. 
(2) A linear functional CD,, is given on L, having the property 
that <f, K) = @,(fk) (f E L, K E K). 
(3) K is closed under multiplication (i.e. is an algebra). 
SCHOLIUM 3. Let Q, be a given quasi-invariant stochastic process 
satisfying Assumption A. Let B denote the basic ring of random variables 
(of all random variables measurable with respect to the minimal sigma- 
ring with respect to which all the @(f) are measurable), and let R, be 
defined recursively as follows: R, is the algebra of all constant random 
variables; R, = [R E B : A,(R) - R E R,-r , k E K] for n > 0. Then 
there exists a unique sequence of functions cD[~I (n = 0, l,...), where 
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@Lnl is dejked on a certain domain D, contained in L, and CWnl( f) is a 
residue class of B module the additive subgroup R,-, , such that 
..&‘h yif’ = @o(f) e, where e is the unit random variable, 
0 - 
(2) The domain D, of @Cnl is a linear set, and @ml is a linear 
mapping of D, into B/R,-, . 
(3) For n > 0, f E D, if and only af there exists an element 
R E B such that 
A@) - R E c 
o<r<n-1 
@[‘l(k”-‘f) ( “, ), 
where (F) indicates the binomial coejicient for n over r; and @["l(f) 
is equal to R + R,L--I . 
Proof. The existence part of the proof is given by induction. 
For n = 1, let D, = L, and set @[l](f) = Q(f) + R,, f EL. 
Now a defining property of the automorphism A, is that 
Ak(@(f )) = Q(f) + <f9 h) e, and since A, is an automorphism, 
A,(e) = e. Hence if R E @[‘l(f), say R = @i(f) + ce 
h(R) - R = P(f) + <A k)e + 4 - P(f) + 4 
= (f, k)e = @,,(fk) e. 
Thus, (3) is satisfied for n = 1. 
Now assuming that WI(.) has been defined for j = I,..., n - I so 
that (2) and (3) hold for these values ofj, let D, be defined as the set 
of all f E L such that there exist a random variable R such that for 
all K E K, 
40) - RE c 
O<T<?l-I 
Wl(k”-‘f) ( ; ); 
and let @[“l(f) be defined for any such f as R + R,-, . By virtue 
of the linearity of the D, and @tjl forj < n, the set D, is again linear. 
Furthermore, R is unique modulo R,-, ; for by definition, any two 
elements of G,(f) must differ by a constant; if @[*l(f) is defined, then 
any two elements may be seen by the argument indicated earlier to 
differ by an element of R, ; it follows recursively by the same argument 
that for any j, that @t”(f), if defined, consists of exactly one residue 
class modulo R,-i ; and finally, by another application of the argument, 
that R is unique modulo R,-, . It follows from the definition of 
@@I(.) that @[“l(f + g) E @[“l(f) + @t”](g) if f, g ED, ; and since, 
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as just established, @[“l(h) consists of exactly one residue class modulo 
R,-, , it results that 
@‘[“l(f + g) = @[“l(f) + @‘“l(g). 
This shows the existence of a sequence {@[“I(.)} with the indicated 
properties. Any other sequence with the same properties is either 
identical, or differs for some least index n, ; but the foregoing argument 
shows that @[laoI is uniquely determined by the WI(.) for j < n, . 
On its maximal domain, the nth power of a stochastic process is 
not itself precisely a process; but it may be canonically restricted 
to form a process, as in 
SCHOLIUM 4. With the same hypothesis as Scholium 1, there exists 
a unique sequence of stochastic processes @“)( .), n = 0, 1, 2,..., sztch 
that @cn)(.) has domain L, contained in L, has values in B, and: 
(1) @(O)(f) = Qo(f)e, and Lo = L; 
(2) For n > 0, f E L, if and only if there exists an integrable 
element R E B such that 
A,(R) - R = o<;,l @‘V”-‘I) (; ); . . 
and W)(f) is then defined as the unique such R of vanishing 
conditional expectation relative to RI . 
Proof. The existence part is again by induction. Equation (1) 
serves as a definition for Q(O)(.). For n = 1, let Lr denote the set of 
all elements f E L such that Q(f) is integrable, and for such an element, 
let W)(f) = Q(f) - E(@(f) 1 R,), where E(. 1 S) denotes the con- 
ditional expectation operation relative to the given ring S (of all 
random variables measurable with respect to a given sigma-ring). 
Then W)(f) h as vanishing conditional expectation relative to RI , 
and satisfies equation (*). It is the unique integrable such random 
variable, for if R and R’ are random variables of vanishing expectation 
value relative to R1 , and each satisfying equation (*), it results that 
Ak(R - R’) = R - R’, 
which implies that R - R’ E RI . This means that R - R’ is equal 
to its conditional expectation relative to RI , but this vanishes by the 
additivity of the expectation and the vanishing of the conditional 
expectations of R and of R’. 
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Now proceeding recursively, suppose that d>(f)(.) has been defined 
forj < n in such a way that (1) and (2) hold. Let L, denote the set of 
all elements f such that there exists an integrable random variable R 
such that 
setting R’ = R - E(R 1 R,), t i is easily seen that R’ satisfies the same 
relation, and additionally, E(R’ / R,). By the argument of the pre- 
ceding paragraph, it is the unique integrable random variable satis- 
fying equation (*). Defining tP)(f) = R’, it is evident that (2) 
holds, and the construction of the Q(n)(.) by induction is complete. 
The argument shows at the same time that the sequence CO(~)(.) is 
unique. 
DEFINITION 3. The process @cm)(.) is called the nth renormalized 
power of the process @(.). Its symbolic kernel will be denoted as 
$(x)n: ; thus Q,(f) - J- $(x)? f (x) dx. 
COROLLARY 1. For any given ergodically quasi-invariant stochastic 
process satisfying Assumption A, the renormalixed powers are uniquely 
determined by the (symbolic) equations 
:(W) + k(x))“: 
= $(x)n: + n :cj(x)“-1: k(x) + + 2 l) :$(x)+2: k(x)2 + ..’ 
+ n4(x) k(x)n-l + k(x)” e; 
E(:l#(x)“:) = 0 (n = 1, 2,...); 
:+(x)~: = e. 
It must be emphasized that the expression :(4(x) + k(x))“: has 
no meaning, in general, (i.e. except in the case of a strict process) 
except as the symbolic kernel of Ak(Qin(f)); and that the given 
equations otherwise acquire meaning only by multiplication by f (x) 
and integration, i.e. in the form of equation (*) of Scholium 2. It 
should be recalled that an ergodic process is one such that the only 
invariant random variables, under the transformations in question, 
are constants; an ergodically quasi-invariant process is then one such 
that R1 = R, . 
Remark 4. A similar method could be employed to define and 
treat more generally the product of two not necessarily identical 
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weak stochastic processes. Certain cases of this are important in 
practice, but for greater clarity in the presentation of the essentials, 
the general question will not be treated here. 
Example 2. Let f(x) denote an element of L,(Ri) such that 
f(x) > 0 for all x, and sf(x) dx = 1; let F denote the indefinite 
integral off, and let P = (RI, F) denote the probability space asso- 
ciated with F. Setting L = K = RI, with (x, y} = xy, and setting 
@(I) = x as a measurable function on P, then @ is an ergodically 
quasi-invariant process on the space M consisting of the single point 1, 
and satisfies Assumption A. The process @ is strict, and there is no 
difficulty in defining Qj”; specifically, @( 1) = xn as a random variable 
on P. The renormalized product :@(I)“: is represented correspond- 
ingly by a polynomial p,(x) of degree rz, uniquely characterized by the 
properties: (d,‘dx)p,(x) = ~~p,-~(x)(n > 0); p,(x) = 1; E(p,(x)) = 0 
for n > 0. In general these polynomials are not orthogonal in L,(P), 
but in the special case in whichf(x) = (27~)-li~ e--rZ/2, which is impor- 
tant in connection with quantum processes, they have this additional 
property, and so coincide with the multiples of the Hermite poly- 
nomials which have leading coefficient equal to 1; this can be deduced 
from the recursion relation N,‘(x) = 2&,-,(x) for the Hermite 
polynomials. 
It is easily seen by induction that for an arbitrary, not necessarily 
quasi-invariant, probability measure F on R1 (countably additive on 
the Bore1 subsets of RI), there exists a unique sequence {p,(x)> of 
polynomials having the properties just indicated. This serves to 
illustrate an adaptation of the preceding developments to the case of 
a process which is not necessarily quasi-invariant. Ultimately, the 
quasi-invariance will be important, but for the present it may be 
dispensed with, and an approach developed whose formalism is close 
to one useful in connection with quantum processes. 
1.3. In place of the characterization of powers by their trans- 
formation properties under vector translations, one may take the 
corresponding infinitesimal translation properties. This means that 
in place of the recursive property of the powers: 
one may use the infinitesimal form of this relation as c( + 0: 
(d,/dx)x” = nxa-l. Although algebraically relatively simple, this 
infinitesimal approach leads to analytical difficulties, which necessitate 
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strong restrictions on the process under consideration. In this section, 
the simplest nontrivial case, in which M is a finite set, will be 
examined. 
DEFINITION 4. A “polynomial” (function) on the space K is a 
function F(k) of the form: 
where p(ti ,..., t,) is a polynomial over the complex field in the inde- 
terminates t, , . . . , t, , and thefi are arbitrary in the dual space L. The 
set of all polynomials (evidently an algebra) is the “polynomial 
algebra” over K. 
A process CD with probe space L is “nonsingular” if the only poly- 
nomial F(.) on the sample space such that the random variable 
where F andp are related in the indicated fashion, and theft are linearly 
independent, is identically zero. It is not difficult to show that if p 
and p’ are both polynomials over the complex field in certain numbers 
of indeterminates which are both related to F in the indicated 
fashion, then the vanishing of p(@(f,),..., @(f,)) implies that of 
p'(@(f,'),..., @(fi,)). It follows that the mapping 
is an algebraic isimorphism of the polynomial algebra P(K) over K 
into the algebra of random variables (= equivalence classes of 
measurable functions modulo null functions) on the probability 
measure space in question; the image algebra is called the “polynomial 
algebra of the process @,” or in case it is essential to avoid possible 
confusion with the algebra P, the algebra of “polynomial random 
variables.” 
A process CD is said to “have moments of all orders” in case the 
product @(fi) --- @(f,) is integrable for arbitrary fi ,..., fT E L. For 
any two random polynomials A and B, the inner product (A, B) 
is defined as the expectation value of BA, where the superscribed bar 
denotes the complex conjugate; this expectation evidently exists in 
the case of a process having moments of all orders. 
SCHOLIUM 5. Let K and L be as above, and let P denote the algebra 
of all polynomials on K. For any element f E S, let Y(f) denote the 
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operation on P which carries F(k) -+ (f, k) F(k). For any element k, E K, 
let II denote the operation on P which carries F(k) into 
(a/at) p(k + t&,)1 t=o . Then the linear mappings Y and II from L 
and K (respectively) to the linear operators on P satisfy the following 
relations for arbitrary f, f' E L and k, k’ E K (where I indicates the 
identity operator on P): 
Pv), fl@)l = -G k) 1; rw, W)l = 0; [W), qq1 = 0 
Proof. The latter two relations are evident. To establish the 
former, note that the treatment of the putative equality of [Y(f ), 17(k)], 
and -i(f, k)q, where q is a given polynomial on K, is reducible to 
the case in which K and L are finite-dimensional (cf. the treatment of 
analogous matters in [7], pp. 116-l 19 and 128-130). In this case the 
verification of the asserted relation is essentially the same as that of 
the well-known fact that the Schrodinger operators satisfy the 
Heisenberg commutation relations. 
SCHOLIUM 6. Let @ be a real stochastic process on the jkite set M, 
with each of L and K consisting of all functions on M and with 
<f, k) = &M f(x) k(x). S PP u ose that @ satisfies Assumption A, 
has moments of all orders, and is nonsingular. For k E K, let A(k) denote 
the operation on the polynomial algebra of theprocessgiven by the equation 
i4) PP(f&, W4 
= tw)P(wl) + Wl 7 k),..., Wr) + UT, W)l,=o , 
for an arbitrary complex polynomial p( t, ,..., t,) in any number of 
indeterminates and elements fi ,..., fr in L. Then there exists a unique 
sequence @(la)(.) n = 0, l,...) of p recesses with probe space L, such that: 
(1) @“J(f) = C, f(x); (2) E(W)(f)) = 0 for n > 0 and all f; 
(3) 17(k) W)(f) = -in@-l)(fk) (f, k) for n > 0, f E L, k E K; 
@(n)(f) is a random polynomial for all n and f. 
Proof. That the operation A(k) is well-defined, i.e. independent 
of the polynomial p representing the random polynomial in question, 
follows without difficulty, from the nonsingularity of the process. 
To establish the stated uniqueness, suppose that (CD(~)‘> is a sequence 
of processes satisfying the same conditions as the sequence {Wn)}; 
let n denote the least index for which Wn)’ # Wn) (assuming such 
exists, as otherwise uniqueness holds). Then n > 0, and 
CD’“‘(f) - P”(f) is a random polynomial which is annihilated by 
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all the n(K). To complete the proof of uniqueness, it suffices to show 
that any such polynomial must be constant; condition (2) then ensures 
that the constant vanishes, implying that W”)(f) = @“J’(f). 
By virtue of the isomorphism of the polynomial algebra over K 
with the polynomial algebra of the process, in the case of a nonsingular 
process, and the easily ascertained fact that Z7(K) is carried into d(k) by 
the induced action on operators of this isomorphism, it suffices to 
show that the only polynomial on K which is annihilated by all 17(K) 
is identically constant; and this reduces to the corresponding well- 
known fact in a finite number of dimensions. 
To establish the existence part of the Scholium, it suffices to 
establish Qn as a strict process, whose kernel will be denoted, as 
earlier, as :4(x)“: ; in terms of this kernel, Q,(f) is given by the 
equation 
@7l(f> = 1 :#)n:f(4 
IEM 
Now observe the 
LEMMA 1. Let F be any probability measure on the (Bore1 subsets of 
the) reals, having moments of all orders. Then there exists a sequence 
{pJ.)} of polynomials on the reals (n = 0, l,...) such that: (i) p&Z) = 1; 
(ii) degree (PnV) - In) < n; (iii) (d,/dZ) p,(Z) = np,-,(Z) and 
J_“,p,(Z) dF(Z) = 0 for n > 0. 
Proof of Lemma. Proceeding by induction, pn is defined as the 
indefinite integral of npnpl , with the constant of integration uniquely 
determined by the requirement that Jp,(Z) dF(Z) = 0, n > 0. 
Resumption of Proof of Scholium. Given a fixed point x E M, let F, 
denote the probability distribution of d(x): F,(B) = Pr[$(x) E B]. Let 
p,” denote the polynomial of degree n given by the lemma when F, 
is substituted for F. Since 17(K) is linear in K, and the proposed @,df) 
is linear as a function off, it suffices to establish the relation (3) for the 
case in which each of k and f is the characteristic function of a one- 
point set. It is not difficult to see that the relation is then equivalent to 
the equation 
where a,,, denotes the Kronecker delta on M x M. Since Z, and 1,~ 
are distinct indeterminates for x # x’, this equation is a consequence 
of condition (iii) in the conclusion of the Sublemma. 
Remark 5. Nonlinear functions other than rational integral ones 
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are of uncertain importance for applications, and will not be considered 
here, but the foregoing approach may be adapted to them in the 
following way. Let F be a given class of differentiable functions of a 
real variable, which is closed under differentiation. If b E F, then 
heuristically, Q(“)(f) N J b(4(x))f(x) dx, and 
[@'b'(f), d(g)] - i s 
b'(~(X))f(S) g(x) ds. 
One is thereby led to the formulation of W)(f) as a suitably con- 
tinuous map from F x D(b E F, f E D) to operators, having the 
properties that 
[W’(f), d(g)] = iw’yfg) (b’ = derivative of b), 
and to depend on f in the same fashion as earlier. A quite different 
but possibly ultimately convergent approach in a special case (certain 
entire functions of the free scalar field in two-dimensional space-time) 
has been developed by A. Jaffe (Ann. Phys. 32, 127-156 (1965)). 
Having constructed the normal products X$(X)“:, it is natural as 
well as relevant for later applications to consider the normal products 
$(x1) +(x2) **a &xi):, where the points x1 , x2 ,..., xt are not necessarily 
distinct. The following extension of Scholium 6 includes this case. 
THEOREM 1. Under the hypotheses of Scholium 5, there exists a 
unique linear map A + :A: on the algebra A of all polynomial random 
variables for the process CD, having the properties: (1) : 1: = ; 
(2) E(:A:) = p(O,..., 0) in case A = p(@(f,),..., @(f,.)); (3) :II(R)A: = 
17(k) :A: (h E K, A E A). 
Proof. For the uniqueness, suppose that N and N’ are both linear 
maps of A into A having the properties of the mapping (I), (2) and (3). 
If N # N’, there exists a least degree n such that N(A) # N’(A) for 
some element A E A of degree n (defined as the degree of the corre- 
sponding polynomial). Now 
W) WA) = WV) 4, n(k) N’(A) = N’(II(k) A), 
and II(h)A has degree less than that of A, so that 
N(n(k) A) = N’(II(k) A); 
thus, 
II(k) N(A) = 17(k) N’(A), REK. 
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It follows that N(A) and N’(A) differ by a constant, but in view of 
condition (2), the constant must vanish, showing that N(A) = N’(A), 
showing finally that necessarily N = N’. 
For the existence, the following generalization of Lemma 1 may be 
used. 
LEMMA 2. Let F be any probability measure on (the Bore1 subsets of) 
Rr, having moments of all orders. Then there exist polynomials 
P n1,71a ,..,, np1 9 by.;& t ) on R’, dejked for nonnegative integral indices 
nl , n2 ,.-., n, , 
(with the convention that p’s with negative indices are identically zero); 
(3 J* P,,.,, . . . . . n,dF = 0 
except when all nj = 0. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Assuming that the P,~...,,~ are 
defined so that the stated conclusions hold when xjnj < n, let 
Pn,.....,, be defined in the case &nj = n as the unique polynomial 
satisfymg the conditions (iii) and (iv). That (iii) as an equation for 
P A1,...,lZy has a solution follows from the Poincare lemma, since it is 
readily verified that 
the solution is evidently unique within an additive constant, which is 
fixed by condition (iv). 
Resuming the proof of the Scholium, set 
when xi # xi for i #i, applying the lemma to the joint distribution 
of +(x,),~(x,),...,$(x,) and extend the mapping :.: to all of P by 
linearity, as is uniquely possible since the+(x,)nl+(x2)na -** +(~,.)~rforrn a 
linearly independent set which spans A. Conditions (2) and (3), being 
linear in A, remain satisfied by this extension. 
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1.4. The mapping 17 from K to the operators on P has itself 
many of the attributes of a stochastic process. It is a linear mapping, 
and the operators in the range are mutually commutative; with 
additional regularity assumptions it is indeed possible to derive a 
stochastic process along such lines, in which the probabilities are 
derived from the expectation values corresponding to the function 
identically 1 on the probability space in question. This will not be 
done here, as the construction is largely superseded by later develop- 
ments; but the parallelism between the mappings @ and 17 which is 
here indicated is important for quantum processes. In these processes 
it is relevant to extend the normal mapping :.: not only to polynomials 
in the n(k), but also to (noncommutative) polynomials in the non- 
commuting operators 17(k) and the operations Y(f) of multiplication 
by the Q(f). I n a somewhat different formalism from earlier, this 
extension is derived in the present section from a result in [7]; the 
present formalism is symmetrical between CD and yl, it is independent 
of the stochastic process viewpoint just developed; but it is readily 
interpreted from this viewpoint in the light of the results here since 
and including Scholium 5. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(.,.) b e a nondegenerate anti-symmetric form on 
the linear vector space M, over the $eld F of real or complex numbers, 
and let E denote the corresponding (injkitesimal) Weyl algebra over 
(M, A). Let E be any given linear functional on E such that E(e) = 1. 
Then there exists a unique mapping : : from monomials in E to E such that 
[:z,z, ..’ z, :, z’] = c A(Zt , 2’) :zl ... 2, ... 2, : E(:z, ... z, :) = 0 
for arbitrary x1 ,..., z, and z’ in M. 
Proof. With regard to uniqueness, suppose there exist two 
mappings N and N’ from the set N of all monomials in E, into E, 
satisfying the indicated conditions. Let n be the least degree such that 
N and N’ differ on a monomial of degree n. Then n > 1, for from the 
relations [:zi :, z’] = A(z, , z’) = [zi , z’] for all z’, it results that 
[ :zl : - zi , z’] = 0 for all x’; since E has trivial center, it results 
that :zi : - x1 = ce for some scalar c, where e is the identity of E; 
from the condition that E(:z, :) = 0, it results that :zi : = zi - E(x,)e 
for all zi . 
Subtracting the first defining equation for N from that for N’, 
it results that [N’(u) - N(U), z’] = 0 for a monomial u of degree n 
such that N(U) f N(u’). It follows that N’(U) - N(U) = ce for some 
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scalar c, which must vanish by virtue of the second condition on N 
and N’. Thus the mapping : : is unique, if it exists at all. 
To prove existence, suppose, as the basis of an induction argument, 
that a mapping : : defined on monomials of degree less than n, 
satisfying conditions, exists; it will then be shown that the same is true 
with n replaced by n + 1. Let z be arbitrary in M, and let K(n) be the 
element of E given by the equation 
K(z) = i (:zl ... 9, ‘.. z, : - z1 ... 9, ... zn)[zz, z]. 
1=1 
A simple computation gives, for arbitrary z’ E M, 
[K(z), z’] = c (:zl ... 9, ..* 2, ... 2,: 
l?gP.i<?I 
- z1 . . . pi . . . f, ... %>[Zz I zl[q, 2’1. 
The interchange of z and z’ is equivalent to the interchange of i and j 
in the product of two commutators on the right, while the expression 
preceding this product is symmetric in i and j. It follows that 
[w+ z’l = [wq, 21 f or arbitrary z and z’ in M. It now results 
from [A3 that there exists an element u E E such that [u, z] = K(z) 
for all z EM. Now defining :zr . . . z,: = u + z1 *** z, - ce, where c 
is determined (uniquely) by the condition that E(:z, *** z,:) = 0, 
a straightforward computation shows that the stated conditions on 
: zr a** z,: are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. : z1 a-. z,: - z1 a*- z, is of degree at most n - 1. 
Proof. From the form :z:, this is evident in the case n = 1. If 
the conclusion of the Corollary is assumed valid for monomials of 
degree n - 1, it then follows that the K(z) of the preceding proof is 
at most of degree n - 2. It follows from [7J that the element u just 
obtained is of degree at most n - 1, and the Corollary is proved. 
COROLLARY 3. :zl a-. z n: is a symmetric function of z1 , . . . . z, . 
Proof. Clear if n = 1. Use an induction argument; assuming 
conclusion valid for lesser values of n, it suffices to show that 
[:zl )..., z,:, z’] 
3 Proved there only for the case F = reals, but the proof applies also without any 
essential change to the case F = complex number field. 
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is a symmetric function of zr ,..., z, , since these commutators, 
together with the symmetrical requirement of vanishing expectation 
value uniquely determine :x1 **+ x,:. The commutator in question is 
1 :zl ... 2, ... 2,: A(z, ) z’), 
which under the permutationp goes over into 
1: %A,) "' ~PO) ... ,$&I): A@,(,) > 2'). 
Now employing the induction hypothesis, :zP(i) **a ZPtj, ..* zpfn): = 
x1 *** +j, *** z,: , so the sum in question is 
c x1 “. SD()) ... 27,: A(Z&) , z’), 
which on making the transformation p-l on the summation variable 
gives the required p-independent result. 
COROLLARY 4. :zl e.0 z,. . is linear in each zi separately. 
Proof. Follows readily by an induction argument similar to that 
just given. 
COROLLARY 5. If N is an abelian subalgebra of M (i.e. 
A(N, N) = 0), then : : extends to a linear mapping N of E(N) into 
itselfwhich is uniquely determined by the conditions: [N(u), z] = N([u, z]) 
(u E E(N) and z E L), and E(N(u)) = 0. 
Remark 6. It should be noted that ad(z) leaves E(N) invariant for 
any x E r, as follows from an easy computation. The Corollary asserts 
essentially that the action of N on E(N) depends only on the restriction 
of E to E(N), and not on the value of E outside of E(N); it is probable 
that E is never determined on all of E(L) by its values on an E(N). 
Proof of Corollary. As earlier noted, the monomials in a set of 
of basis vectors for N span E(N), so that N is uniquely determined 
by linearity from the values of. . . on these monomials. To show that N 
depends only on E 1 E(N), supp ose N’ is another mapping associated 
with a linear functional E’ on E(L), and that E and E’ agree on E(N). 
Let u be a monomial in E(N) of the least degree such that N(u) f N’(u) 
(evidently, this degree exceeds 0). Then for u” E L, by virtue of the 
defining properties of N and N’ and the assumption on the degree of U, 
[X(u), z] = fv([u, r]) = N’([u, z]) =: [N’(u), z], 
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showing that N(U) and N’(u) can differ only by a constant. Since E 
and E’ agree on E(N), this constant must vanish. 
1.5. The mapping : : transforms a monomial u E E into another 
element of E having u as its term of highest degree, while having 
distinguished commutation properties. A similar mapping can be 
defined which has distinguished orthogonality properties, as in the 
theory of orthogonal polynomials. More specifically, in the important 
special case in which A has pure imaginary values, an inner product 
(.,.)E may be defined on E by first defining the mapping u -+ u* 
of E onto E as the unique anti-linear anti-automorphism (or adjunction 
operation) which leaves fixed all elements of L, and second, setting 
(24, v> = E(v*u), u and v arbitrary in E. 
Observe next that although the set of all elements of E of a given 
degree d is not a linear set (where the degree of u is the minimal 
number such that there exists a linear subspace S of L of dimension d 
such that u E E(S), while degree (0) = ---CO and degree cl = 0 for 
c # 0), the set of all elements whose degree is at most d is a linear set. 
The projection Pd of any given element u of E onto the submanifold 
consisting of the elements of E of degree < any given number d 
is consequently well-defined, providing this submanifold is 
complete relative to the indicated inner product. The mapping 
Xl 0.. x, + zr *** z, - PT-l(zl *.* z,)(zi ,..., z, EL) is then the cited 
analog to the mapping : :. 
In general, these two mappings are distinct, but in the most 
important special case for applications, they are the same. This 
section develops the theory of this special case. As a consequence, the 
present mapping : : in the special case in question, will be identified 
with the similarly denoted mapping discussed in treatments of 
quantum fields satisfying symmetric (Bose-Einstein) statistics. 
DEFINITION 5. An admissible complex structure on a real linear 
vector space L relative to a given nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form A on L, having pure imaginary values, is a real-linear 
transformation Jon L having the properties: (1) A( Jz, Jz’) = A(z, 2’); 
(2) J’ = - 1; (3) -iA( Jz, z) 3 0, for all z, x’ E L. For any element 
z E L, the element C(z) = (,a - iJz)/2112 is called a creator; 
the set of all creators denoted as C. Similarly, the element 
C(z)* = (z + iJz)/2’l” is called an annihilator, and the set of all 
annihilators denoted as C*. The normal vacuum on E relative to J is 
defined as the linear functional E such that E(1) = 1 and 
5w4/3-8 
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E(a, . . . Ql . . . b,) = 0 if a, ,..., a,. E C and 6, ,..., b, E C*, while 
Y + s > 0. (This functional is easily seen to be unique, if it exists; 
that it does exist is shown below.) 
SCHOLIUM 7. a. L is a complex pre-Hilbert space relative to the 
inner product 
(z, z’) = -i4(jz, z’) + A(z, z’), 
and to J as the complex unit. 
b. The mapping C: L -+ C is an isomorphism of this space into C 
as a subspace of E, as a Hilbert space relative to the inner product 
(24, v) = E(v*u), 
E being a normal vacuum, and to the already given complex structure 
in E. 
c. The complex extension L + iL of L is the direct sum of C and C*; 
and E(C) and E(C*) are orthogonal in E). 
d. For any unitary (OY anti-unitary) operator U on L, there is a 
unique automorphism (OY anti-automorphism) y(U) of E which carries 
C(z) into C( Uz). 
e. The following commutation relations are valid: 
[C(z, C(d)] = 0 = [C(z)“, C(d)*] 
[C(z), c(i)*] g (z, a’)l. 
f. If L is finite dimensional, there exists a faithful representation of E 
by anti-holomorphic linear differential operators with polynomial 
coeficients acting in the space of all (anti-holomorphic) polynomials p(w) 
on L as a complex linear space, in such a way that C(z) corresponds 
to the operation of multiplication by -(x, ~),‘a; C(z)* to that of 
(i;2) x d$ferentiation a;a (z, w> in the direction z; the functional 
E(u) = jL4(u)1 exp(-(1;4)(j z (I2 dz is a normal vacuum; and a con- 
tinuous representation r of the unitary group on L, which r(U) acts 
as follows: p(w) --t p( U-lw); leaves the normal vacuum invariant; and 
and implements y(U) in the sense that C( Uz) = I’(U) C(z) r( U)-l. 
g. The normal vacuum is unique and invariant under all r(U), for L 
of arbitrary dimensionality, and satisfies the equation E(u*) = E(u). 
Proof. Ad a. Since A(z, z’) = 0, (z, z) > 0. Further it is evident 
that (z, x’) = (z’, z). Now (Jz, z’) = -iA( -z, z’) + A( Jz, z’) = 
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i(z, z’). In case (z, z) = 0, it follows from Schwa& inequality that 
(x, z’) = 0 for all z’, which implies z = 0, by virtue of the non- 
degeneracy of A. 
Ad b. It is straightforward to verify that C(Jz) = X(z), and to 
verify the relations given in e. Applying E to both sides of the equation 
vx4, cw*1 = <z, Z’Y, 
and using the defining condition for a vacuum, it follows that 
E(C(z’)* C(z)) = (z, 2’). 
Ad c. Given an arbitrary element x + ir EL + zL, it can be 
represented in the form z + z’ with z E C and z’ EC’ by solving 
simple equations having an evidently unique solution. If u E E(C) 
and w E E(C*), then o*u E E(C) and it follows that E(v*u) = 0. 
Ad d. If T is any symplectic transformation on L, i.e. one preserving 
the bilinear form A, it follows from general considerations that there 
exists a unique automorphism 8 of E such that e(z) = Tz for x E L. 
If T is in addition unitary, it commutes with J, and the relation 
C(Z)~ = C(Tz) is easily verified. The anti-unitary case follows 
similarly. 
Ad e. This has been indicated in the proof of b. 
Ad f. This is established in [8], for a particular normal vacuum. 
Ad f. The indicated representation is given in [S]. It is immediate 
that the indicated functional E is a normal vacuum, etc. 
Ad g. The treatment in [S] covers the infinite-dimensional case 
as well. The invariance under all r(U) is independently evident from 
the invariance of the polynomial 1 under the F(U). The property 
E(u*) = E(u) follows readily. 
COROLLARY 6. Relative to the normal vacuum, :ab: = ab if a is 
any product of creators and b any product of annihilators (where either 
one of the products may be replaced by e). 
Proof. Evidently, the result is correct when a = b = e. To 
treat the case when a is a product of Y creators and b a product of s 
annihilators, use induction on r + s. Evidently when I + s > 0, 
E(ab) = 0. Now if c is either a creator or annihilator, [ab, c] is a sum 
of similar products a’b’ with r’ + s’ < I + s - 1. Applying the 
induction hypothesis, it follows that [ab, c] = [:ab:, c], and the 
Corollary follows. 
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This new mapping satisfies relations including those defining the 
old mapping, and so coincides with it on a product of elements of L. 
In terms of this extension of the : : mapping, it is useful to note 
COROLLARY 7. Relative to the normal vacuum E, 
EC :ZIZf ... z,: .z,+1) = 0 
for arbitrury zi E L + iL(r > 1). 
Proof. By linearity, it suffices to consider the case in which all 
the zi are creators or annihilators. It is no essential loss of generality 
to assume that z,+r is a creator, as otherwise the conclusion is obvious, 
and in view of the symmetry of :zl *.. 2,: as a function of z1 ,..., x, , 
it may likewise be assumed that :zr *a* 2,: = zr 0.. x, = ab, where a 
is a product of creators and b a product of annihilators, not both of 
degree 0. Since E(ab) = E(b*a*), it may be assumed that a = e. On 
making the unitary transformation z -+ eitx (2 E C), the induced 
automorphism carries bd e-ir%, and x,+i-+ eitz,+, , and thus multiplies 
the expectation value in question by e- fr--lJi6. Since this expectation is 
invariant, and r > 1, this requires that the expectation vanish. 
The correspondence between the earlier defined map : : and the 
indicated generalization of the orthogonal polynomial construction 
follows from the next result. This result constitutes a statement in 
objective mathematical terms of an important principle in quantum 
field theory known as Wick’s theorem. (Cf. e.g. [9] for one of the 
clearest accounts in the quantum-field-theoretic literature; the proof 
below is somewhat shorter than that indicated there.) 
THEOREM 1.3. Let : : denote the renormalization map on E(L) 
relutive to the normal vucuum E (relative in turn to the nondegenerate 
anti-symmetric pure-imaginary-valued bilinear form A on L and admis- 
sible complex structure J on L, us above). Then for arbitrary x1 ,..., x,+~ 
in L + zL, 
(4 :z1 *.. z,: F&.+1 = :x1 ... z,z,+1: +C :zl ... sj ... z,: E(z,z,+~) 
l<J<T 
lb) ~1 ... z, rzz :zl ... z,: + c :zl ... 2, .‘. 9, ... z,: E(Z,Zj) 
Z<j 
+ 1 :zl ... Zil ‘.. q1 ... zi, ... z,, ... z,: 
i1a1.2e<3* 
X E(zi,zj,) E(zi2zjl) + *.. 
+ c :u: E(z+,,) ... E(z,,z,~), 
z1-cj1....,2,<3. 
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where s is the integral part of r/2, and u = e when r is even, and otherwise 
u = xk , where k E {l,..., r} - {il ,jl ,..., 4, j,). 
Proof. To prove (a) by induction, it suffices to show that the 
expectation values of both sides agree, and that their commutators 
with an arbitrary element Z’ E L + iL, are the same. In case r = 1, 
(a) states that zlzz = :z1z2: + E(z,z,), which is easily seen to be 
valid. For r > 1, the identity of the expectation values follows from 
Corollary 7. Now if x is arbitrary in E, , then denoting the left and 
right sides of equation (a) as L and R, respectively, 
[L, z] = :zl ..*xr:[z,+,,x]+ c :zl...~~...z,:[xi,z]z,+l; 
1<3<r 
[R, z] = :zl . ..%.[%+1,4 + c :z1...~i...z7+1:[zi,z] 
l<l<T 
Reversing the order of summation in the double sum and using the 
induction hypothesis yields the expression 
l&.r:zl 
... oi ... z,: xr+l - :zl ... zi ... z,+l:}[zi, z]; 
combining this expression with the earlier terms in [R, z], and 
relabeling the summation variable as j, the identity with [L, a] follows.4 
To prove (b) along similar lines, first note that the identity of 
[L, Z] with [R, Z] for arbitrary z E E, follows directly from the 
induction hypothesis; [L, a] is a sum of r terms over i, in the ith term .z~ 
being deleted, while the characterization of :u: in terms of 
commutators provides a precisely corresponding sum for [R, z]. 
4 Since (a) gives :zi *.. zr+i: in terms of lower order renormalized products, it 
provides an alternative characterization for these products. At the same time, it 
permits specialization to the cases of conventional Wick products by virtue of the 
occurrence of such recursive equations in the literature of quantum field theory 
(cf. [93, p. 163, (16.18)). 
In the latter reference, the expression “:A, **a :A,B” should be replaced by the 
expression “:A, a** A&k.” A different approach to Wick products employing a 
definition due to Caienello, is given in [IO]. A similar recursion formula is derived for 
the case of a “free scalar field”; see equation (3.35), where however in the expression 
“$(gi) a** b(g,) **a $(gi):,” 1 should be replaced by 1 - 1. 
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It remains only to show that E(z, **. z,) = 0 if Y is odd, while if 
r = 2s, s integral, 
EC+ ... 4 = c fi ~Wipi,), 
k-1 
the sum being taken over the set of all exhaustive collections of 
mutually disjoint 2-element subsets of l,..., r. The vanishing of 
JWG *a* z,.) for r odd follows from the invariance of E under the 
induced action of the unitary transformation z --P -Z, which trans- 
forms E(z, 0.. z,.) into its negative. When Y is even, the application 
of the induction hypothesis to the representation of z1 *a* .z,-~ as a sum 
of renormalized products, together with the application of the result (a) 
to the effect of multiplication by Z, , shows that the only nonvanishing 
contributions to E(z, a*. z,) in its corresponding representation arise 
from the last term. The last term in z1 **. z,-i is 
where j is different from all the ik and j, . and x’ is taken over the 
set of all exhaustive collections of mutually disjoint 2-element subsets 
of 1, 2,..., Y - 1 - j. On multiplication with Z, and application of E, 
the stated conclusion results. 
2. DENSENESS OF THE DOMAINS OF RENORMALIZED PRODUCTS 
It has now been shown that the renormalized product is well- 
defined and unique on a certain domain, under fairly general 
conditions, but the precise extent of this domain has been left open. 
In this section a readily applicable condition for the density of this 
domain will be given, and further relevant properties developed, for 
a ciass of processes associated with given locally compact abelian 
groups. Among such processes are certain which may be described 
heuristically as those describing the neutral scalar antisymmetric 
quantum field, satisfying an appropriate linear partial differential 
equation with constant coefficients, at a fixed time; and in particular, 
the density and other properties will follow for the scalar relativistic 
field in two space-time dimensions. This section is concerned solely 
with the “static” situation, which it is necessary to make precise 
before the dynamical equations can be given mathematical meaning. 
In order to give the subject an appropriate general setting, one may 
make the 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let Q = (L, A, G, I’) be a system consisting 
of a real linear topological vector space L, a real continuous non- 
degenerate anti-symmetric bilinear form A on L, a given topological 
group G, and a given continuous linear representation I’ of G on L, 
by transformations preserving the form A; such a system may be 
called a covariant classical (linear) structure. A covariant symmetric 
process over 52 is defined as a system (Y, K, v, r) such that (Y, K, v) is 
a symmetric process over (L, A) in the sense earlier indicated, 
while r is a continuous unitary representation of G on K having the 
properties 
T(a) v = 0, I’(a) Y(x) T(a)-l = ul( F(a) x) (a E G, x E L). 
Now let M be a real locally convex linear topological vector space, 
and suppose there is given a continuous representation U by invertible 
continuous linear operators of a given group G. If M* denotes the 
dual of M, if L is the direct sum M @ M*, if A is defined as the form 
on L given by the equation 
A@ Of, x’ Of’) = f’(X) -f(X)1 
and if V(a) = U(a) @ U(a)*-l, then Sz = (L, A, G, I’) is a covariant 
classical structure; and a covariant anti-symmetric process over 52 
will be said to be built on the system (M, G, U); when G and U are 
trivial, Q is said to be built on M. For such a process (Y, K, v, r), the 
process (Y 1 M, K, v) may be called the basic process, and the process 
(Y 1 M*, K, v) called the conjugate process. (Note that each of these 
processes separately is essentially a somewhat structured classical 
process, i.e. the process operators commute; the quantum features 
result from the interrelations between the two processes, and in 
particular the renormalized powers involve this interrelation, as 
indicated in the first section, either implicitly or explicitly.) 
There are many ways of describing a concrete symmetric 
process. Within unitary equivalence of processes, which is all that 
is here relevant, the so-called generating functional (eiy(%, v) 
provides an economical description for cyclic processes (cf. [II]), 
and may be used to describe the processes to be considered here. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The covariance form of a given operational 
process (Y, K, v) is the form C(x, y) defined on the domain 
D of all vectors x such that v is in the domain of Y(x), by the equation: 
C(x, y) = (Y(x)v, Y(y)v). A self-adjoint process is called normaE 
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(or Gaussian) in case there exists a symmetric form Q on the probe 
space L such that (eiy(%, V) = exp[-Q(z, x)/4]. 
It is readily verified that the covariance form of such a process has 
the form C(x, y) = Q(x, y), h s owing that Q is necessarily positive 
semi-definitite; however, Q is not at all arbitrary among such forms, 
when A is given, but must satisfy certain nontrivial conditions in 
order to be the covariance form of a process over (L, A). It is known 
[II] that there is a unique normal process over (L, A) having a given 
covariance form Q (if any exists at all) which is cyclic. 
In case L has defined on it the structure of a not necessarily complete 
complex Hilbert space, with inner product (.,.), in such a way that 
4, Y) = Imt(.~, Y)), Qtx, Y) = R-$(x, Y)), 
and the process is cyclic, it is called the isonormal process over L 
(as a complex pre-Hilbert space). It is known that in this case, if U 
is an arbitrary unitary operator on L, there exists a unique unitary 
operator r(U) on K such that r( U)V = U, F(U) Y(x) P( U)-l = Y( Ux); 
and r(.) is a continuous representation of the group of all unitary 
operators on L. This representation r extends uniquely to the full 
unitary group on the completion H of L by continuity, and the 
extension will also be denoted as F(.), the precise domain being either 
evident from the context or immaterial. 
Other normal processes may be derived from the isonormal process, 
and the following construction will be particularly relevant here. 
Let (M, m) denote a regular locally compact measure space (M being 
the locally compact space, and m denoting the measure); let G denote 
a topological group, and suppose given a continuous action of G 
on M, leaving the measure m invariant; the notation gx will denote 
the transform of x E M by the element g of G. Let C denote a positive 
self-adjoint operator on RL,(M), i.e. the L,-space of real functions 
on M, and let M denote the Hilbert space consisting of the 
completion of the demain D, of C, relative to the inner product 
<x,y)M = <C.r, Cy>. A ssuming further that C is invariant under 
the induced action of G on L,(M, R), i.e. under the orthogonal 
transformations L7,,( g): f(a) --f( g-la), there is a unique continuous 
orthogonal representation U(.) of G on M which coincides with U,,(.) 
where both are defined and comparable. There is then a certain 
covariant symmetric process ~2 = (Y, K, V, r) built on (M, G, U), 
which may be characterized as follows; it is the unique normal such 
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process such that if § denotes the basic process and 6 the conjugate 
process, while E denotes the vacuum state (E(T) = (TV, w)), then 
2fv(~) Q(Y)) = cc”? CY>, 2E@(x) c&y)) = (C-lx, c-‘y), 
2E(@(x) 6(y)) = (x, y)i. 
(Note that there is a material distinction between the basic process 
and the conjugate process, in that if @ and 6 are interchanged, 
and if C and C-l are interchanged, the sign of E(@(x) d(y)) 
must also be changed, as a result of the commutation relation 
P%4 @‘(r)l C -il(x, Y).) Th is P recess wlll be called the standard 
normal process built from (M, G, C); and C2 will be called the variance 
operator of the process. 
The existence and uniqueness of this process both follow from 
corresponding properties of the isonormal process. More specifically, 
setting Y,(X) = @(C-l x and Y2(x) = @(Cx) (making the obvious ) 
convention about the extensions of C-l and C to M and M*), and 
defining Ho as the complex Hilbert space M @ M* with the complex 
structure 
j : (x Of) -+ (-C-Y 0 Px), 
and inner product 
(x Of, x’ Of’} = (Cx, Cd) + <C-lx, C-lx’) + U(4 -f’W 
the standard normal process built from (M, G, C) appears as the 
isonormal process over H, , with the action of g E G being that derived 
from the representation r associated with the isonormal process; 
and conversely, from the isonormal process on this space, the standard 
normal process derives by reversal of the foregoing. Concerning 
uniqueness, cf. lot. cit. If A is a dense G-invariant linear set in both 
D, and D,-1 , relative to their natural inner products, the process 
(Y 1 A @ A, K, V) will be said to be built on (A, G, U(.), C). 
As a consequence of a uniqueness result for the vacuum of certain 
quantum processes studied in [8], it may be deduced that any mathe- 
matical representation of the conventional heuristic notion of “free 
neutral scalar quantum field,” satisfying the general features indicated 
in [12], may be represented at a fixed time by a standard normal 
process built from (M, G, C), where M is euclidean space, G is the 
euclidean group, and C = (cl - 4)114, d being the usual Laplacian 
and c being a positive constant. In this representation, the conventional 
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Wick products for this field, at the fixed time in question, may be 
formally identified with the processes P) defined earlier. 
No simple condition on the operator C is known in general which 
insures the existence of a dense set of vectors f for which @n)(f) is 
defined. With however the assumption that M is locally compact 
abelian group, m is Haar measure, and G is the group of all translations 
and measure-preserving automorphisms of M, a readily applicable 
condition is given below. This covers the conventional case just 
indicated, as well as common modifications thereof, notably the case 
in which space is toroidal (described in the heuristic literature as 
“the imposition of periodic boundary conditions in space”). Note 
that with the indicated assumption, C is transformed by the Fourier 
transformation on M into the operation of multiplication by a function 
on the dual group M*, 
denoted as C(.), 
acting on RL,(M*); this function will be 
and will be called the spectral function for C (or for 
the process). 
Quite conceivably, the assumption that the group is commutative 
may be superfluous, in the light of the duality theory given in [23] 
and [14]; in particular, the case in which G is a compact non-abelian 
group will be treated elsewhere in connection with certain only 
approximately relativistic particle models. To emphasize the group 
structure, the notation will be changed so that the underlying space 
is now G. 
In the definition of renormalized power given earlier in connection 
with quasi-invariant stochastic processes, the sample space is required 
to be an algebra, as is natural in relation to the formation of powers. 
On the other hand, the domain of the conjugate process of a normal 
process may be extended to a Hilbert space, which does not form an 
algebra with respect to the relevant multiplication; nor is there in 
practice a unique natural subalgebra which is dense in this Hilbert 
space. An appropriate procedure here is to define the renormalized 
powers relative to a particular choice of subalgebra as sample space, 
and then to show that resulting normalized powers are unchanged if an 
appropriate larger algebra is employed in place of the original algebra. 
This procedure is entirely in keeping with Section 1, but has the 
feature that the sample space will be dual to the probe space only in 
a relatively technical topology, whose precise character is largely 
irrelevant. In order to minimize these technical problems without 
essential loss of generality in the results, it will be convenient to 
broaden formally the treatment of renormalized product, and at the 
same time present the treatment in purely operator-theoretic terms. 
Equivalent results in terms of stochastic processes follow directly 
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on application of commutative spectral theory, in a fashion previously 
developed. 
SCHOLIUM 2.1. Let (Y, K, v) be an irreducible symmetric process 
over the classical system (L, A), where L has the form A @ A, A being 
an algebra of real integrable functions on the measure space (M, m), 
and A has the form: 
Let@(f) = Y(f@O)and@(f) = Y(O@f),andZetRdenotethering 
of operators determined by the G(f), f E A. Then there exist unique 
mappings @(“‘(.)(n = 0, l,...) d$ d e ne on domains A, C A, having the 
properties : 
(a) A, is linear, @fn)(tf) = tPn)(f) if t E R1, t # 0, and Wn)(f + g) 
is the closure of @m)(f) + @cn)( g) for arbitrary f and g in A, : 
(b) @o)(f) = (Jf )I, I = identity on K. 
(c) For arbitrary f E A, and g E A, G,(f) is a@iated with R, and 
e-i’cO’@(n)(f )ei”“’ is the closure of 
G”‘(f) + n@-(fg) + . . * + ( ; ) @+“(fgy + ... + @‘O’(fg”) 
(when the latter is dejked). 
(d) If f E A and th ere exists a self-adjoint operator T afiliated with R 
having v in its domain such that e-i*(g’ TeidCg’ is the closure of the following 
operator, when it is de$ned: 
T + n@‘n-l’(fg) + ... + (: ) W-“(fg’) + ... + @‘O’(fg”), 
and such that (TV, v) = 0, then f E A, , and @(“j(f) = T. 
Proof. This is by induction on n. Let it be assumed that 
for j < n, j 3 0, it has been shown that there exist mappings 
G(j)(.) on domains Aj , having the indicated properties. Now define 
A, to be the set of all f E A such that the relation given in (d) holds; 
and observe that the operator T in question is unique. For if T’ is 
another such operator, then on subtracting the two relations in 
question, and employing the calculus of operators affiliated with the 
abelian ring R, (cf. [1.5]) it results that 
e-8b(g)(T - T’) eib(g) = T - T’ (T - T’ is here the strong difference), 
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By virtue of the irreducibility of the process, this equation can hold 
for allg only if T - T’ = d for some constant c. From the conditions 
that (Tv, v) = (T’v, v) = 0, it follows that T = T’. Thus CUD 
is well-defined and has the required properties. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The process Wn)(.) described in Scholium 2.1 
is called the renormalized nth power of the basic process @, relative 
to the given process (Y, K, v). 
As in the case of the “canonical commutation relations,” the 
relations defining the unbounded operators @(“J(f) may be effectively 
replaced by relations which deal only with unitary operators, as in 
SCHOLIUM 2.2. With the hypothesis of Scholium 2.1, there exist 
unique mappings W,(.) having domains D, C A, and range in the set 
of unitary operators on K, such that 
(a) D, is linear, W,(tf) is a strongly continuous function of t for 
any fixed f E D, , and Wdf + g) = W,(f) W,(g), g and f being 
arbitrary in D, . 
lb) We(f) = exp[iSf I- 
(c) For arbitrary f E D, and g E A, 
e-id(9) W,(f) ezbfg) = W,(j) W+l(nfg) . . . wn-7 (( ; )P) ... ~~ou‘i?t 
when all the operators in question here are dejked. 
(d) If f E A and th ere exists a continuous one-parameter unitary 
group on K, A’(.), in the ring of operators determined by the O(h), h E A, 
such that 
e-ib(g)S(t) et&(g) = S(t) W,-I(nfg) .*s Wn-, (( : ) fg”) ... W,,(fgn), t E R1, 
whenever the right side of the foregoing equation is defined, and such that 
(S(t)v, v) = 1, t E R1, then f E A, and W,(f) = S(1). 
Furthermore, the domain D, is the same as the domain A, of 
Scholium 2.1, and W,(f) = exp(i@(“)(f)), f E A, . 
Proof. Proceeding by induction as before, consider the set D, 
of all elements f E A such that a one-parameter group, say 
S(t)(= S,(t), t E R’), exists as in (d). Then this group is unique, for 
if S’(t) is another such group, it is readily verified that S(t) S’(t)-l 
commutes with all eid(o), and being in the ring R generated by the 
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bounded functions of the G(h), must be a scalar by virtue of the 
irreducibility of the process. Hence S’(t) = c&‘(t) for some constant c, 
which together with the condition that (S(t)v, V) = 1 = (S’(t)v, o) 
implies that S(.) = S’( .). N ow defining W,(f) = S(1) for any such 
element f, it is straightforward to verify the remaining conclusions. 
It is easily seen from this proof and the calculus of closed operators 
affiliated with an abelian ring that D, and W,(f) have the indicated 
forms. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and let C 
denote a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in RL,(G) with is invariant 
under the regular representation U(.) of G: U(a)f = f, , where 
f,(x) = f (a-‘$ SUPP ose also that C annihilates no nonzero vector, 
and that the spectral function of C2 lies in L,(G*) for all p > 1. 
Let A denote the algebra of all real functions on G whose Fourier trans- 
forms are in all the spaces L,(G*) for p > 1. 
Then the renormalized nth power P)(.) of the basic process for the 
process built on (A, G, U(.), C) h as in its domain the space L,(G) n L2( G). 
Proof. Let R denote the ring of operators on K-where the process 
under consideration is (Y, K, v)-generated by the bounded functions 
of the O(f ), for all f. Let E denote the functional on R given by the 
equation E(T) = (TV, v}. N ow v is cyclic for R, as follows from the 
simultaneous diagonalization of R provided by the real wave represen- 
tation for the isonormal process; according to this representation, 
K is unitarily equivalent to L,(H,), where H, is any real subspace of 
the underlying complex Hilbert space H such that as a real space, 
H = H, + iH, , in such a way the Y(X) for x E H, are represented 
as the multiplication operators F(y) -+ c( y, x) F( y), where c is a 
numerical constant and (y, x) refers to the inner product in H, ; 
since the functionals y + (y, x) separate the probability measure 
space in question here (cf. [I]), their bounded functions generate 
the multiplication algebra of the measure space, and in particular 
the function identically 1 on the space, which corresponds in the 
unitary equivalence to v, is cyclic for this algebra. 
The idea of the proof is to construct the Pn)(f) as limits of operators 
affiliated with R. Because of the isomorphism between R and L&I,.), 
all the operators relevant here could be represented as (abstract- 
Lebesgue) measurable functions on an associated measure space, 
and the limit taken in appropriate L,-spaces with respect to this 
measure space. It will however be algebraically more straightforward, 
and more clearly invariant, to work directly in spaces of operators 
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affiliated with R, employing the theory given in [15]. According to 
this theory, for any “gage” E on a ring of operators N, there is an 
associated space L,(R, E) which is quite analogous to a conventional 
L,-space (1 < p < GO); the elements of L,(R, E) consist of closed 
densely defined operators on K which are affiliated with R. 
For y E G, let U(y) denote the induced action on H of the translation 
x+x-y on G, and let L’(U(y)) d enote the corresponding unitary 
operator on K. Then r(U(y)) Q(g) r( U(y))-l = @(gy), so 
that L’( U( y) 0(g)’ r( U( y))-l = @(g,)‘. Since r( U(y))v = z’, 
the automorphism ay on R which is given by the equation 
%/w> = r(u(Y)) XUU(YY 1 eaves E invariant. It follows that the 
induced action of ay on L,(R, E), for p < co, is continuous, and hence 
that @(g,)’ is continuous as a function of y with values in L,(R, E), 
for any positive integer r, and for p < co. It follows that :@(g,)‘: 
is also a continuous function from G into L,(R, E), and hence that 
the integral J:@(gJn:f( y) dy exists as a strong integral for an 
L,(R, E)-valued functions, provided f ELM. The idea of the proof 
is to obtain J$(y)“: f (y) dy, i.e. @"J(f), as the limit in L,(A, E) 
of J’:@(g,)n: f (y) 31, as g approaches the “delta function.” On the 
other hand, it will be convenient to work in the representation in which 
C is diagonalized. Let 6 denote the process whose domain is the set A 
of all Fourier transforms j of elements f E A, and such that 
6(f) = Q(f). The symbolic notation 
(the element of measure being that of Haar measure on G*) is 
employed in the sense earlier indicated. 
Let N denote the complex Hilbert space L,(R, E), and consider 
the norm in N of u(g) - u(g’), where 
u(g) = J :@(gt/)n:f(y) 4, 
g being a given integrable function on G, assumed for simplicity to 
have the property that g(x) = E(X) = g(-x), as is no essential loss 
of generality in the present connection, and f is a given real function 
in L,(G) n L,(G). Evidently, 
II U(g) - ~k’)ll’ = <m,4d> + W’)9 UWD 
- om u(d)> - Gwh f4?)>. 
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Now (u(g), u(h)) = Jj (:@(g,)?, :@(h,,)“:)f( y) j(( y’) dydy’ in view 
of the circumstance that the integral defining u(g) is convergent in 
L,(R, E). By Theorem 1.3, E(:xn: :+:) = n! E(zz’)“, employing 
the notation of that theorem, so that 
(:@(g,)“:, :@(h,)n:) = qqg,)“: :@(hy,)n:) 
= n! 
(J 
m k(k) ezk.Yl;(k) eeiky’b(k) dk)” (b = C(-)2), 
= A( y - y’pz!, where A is the Fourier transform of @I. The 
latter function, say a, is inL,(G*) for allp > 1, in as much as2 and R 
are bounded, being Fourier transforms of integrable functions, and b 
is assumed to be in all the L,(G*) for p > 1. 
By the Hausdorff-Young theorem, the n-fold convolution of a with 
itself is again in all L,(G*), p > 1; by Z&-Fourier transform theory, 
the Fourier transform of this convolution is An. Thus 
G&h u(h)) = j- 4~ - r’)“f(r)f(r’) dy dy’, 
where A” is the Fourier transform of a function in all L,(G*). The 
convolution A( y - r’)“f( y) dj~ is by another application of the 
Hausdorff-Young theorem in all L,(G), p > 2, in as much as A” is 
in all L,(G) for q > 2 and f EL,(G). Since (u(g), u(h)) is the inner 
product of this convolution with f, it results from the Plancherel 
theorem that 
Mg), u(W = j- (a * ... * 4(Y) If( dY. 
Applying this result to the evaluation of 11 u(g) - u(g’)1j2, it follows 
that 
11 u(g) - u(g’)liE = 1,. [(b I j 12)(“‘) + (b I S’ l’P*) 
- 2(63y*)](Y) lj(Y)l” dY 
where the notation ptn*) indicates the n-fold convolution of p with 
itself. (p(l*) = p, pcz*) = p *p, etc.) 
Now as g, g’ + 6, d and 1’ --t 1 uniformly on every compact subset 
of G*, and are in addition uniformly bounded by 1. The expression 
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say U(Y) in square brackets under the integral sign in the foregoing 
equation, may be expressed as 
U’Y’ = 
i 
C*,n--l) NY - YIP (Yl - YJ ... 
where 
x b(Y,-, - Y,-1) b(Yn-,) D(K Yl ,*-*, y9I-1) dY, ... dYn-I t 
D = F&z + Fi,z - 2Fgd 
and 
F,i( Y, Yl ,..., Y,J = h( Y - Yl) .‘* h( Y,-.z - Yn-1) h( Yn-I). 
Now 1 U(Y)/ & 2P*)(Y), by a direct estimate, so that the integrand 
in the expression for 11 u(g) - u(g’)ll” is dominated by P*)( Y)I p( Y)lz, 
which is a fixed integrable function, in view of the circumstance that 
P*) is in all L,(G*), p > 1, and f E all L&G*) for 4 3 2. As g --f 6, 
g -+ 1 uniformly on every compact subset of G*, from which it 
follows that F,, --t 1 uniformly on every compact subset of G*n, 
and is in addition bounded by 1. It follows by dominated convergence 
that u(g) - u(g’) --+ 0. 
Now set lim,,5 J :@(g,)“: f(y) u’y = Q,(f); it will be shown next 
that J&(f) has the characteristic properties of @“J(f). It is evident 
from the construction that all the Q,(f) are affiliated with the (maximal 
abelian) ring generated by the exp[i@(f)]. Furthermore, the Q,(f) 
are self-adjoint, for they are hermitian, being limits of hermitian 
operators, and normal, as all elements of L,(R, E). By virtue of the 
affiliation of the Q,(f) with R, 
e”@(“)&(j) e--i9(h) = Q,(f). 
Furthermore, Qn is linear, relative to the strong operations on the 
closed operators affiliated with R, by virtue of the linearity of the 
approximating expressions. To complete the identification of Q,(f) 
with W)(f), it is only necessary to show that 
eib(h)Qn(f) ecrdtA) = f&(f) + nQfl-,(fh) + ... + (;)Qn-m(.m + ... 
for all h E A. 
To this end note that 
e-id(h)@(f)” eibfh) = (CD(f) + (f, h)e)“, ?z = 1, 2,... 
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from which it follows, observing that :@(f)“: is a polynomial in Q(f), 
that 
eczdch) :@(f)“: ezd% = (to (T) :@(f)“-‘: (f, h)‘) 24 
if u is any vector in a domain invariant under Q(f) and the ei6ck). 
Such a domain D is provided for example by the bounded vectors for 
G(f), i.e. the vectors in the range of the bounded spectral projections 
on Q(f). This domain is also strongly dense in the sense of [1.5]. 
Now the operator e-id(h):@(f)h:ei&‘h) is affiliated with R, since Q(f) 
is so affiliated, and transformation by e- GUI) leaves this ring invariant 
(since it maps the operators @(A) which determine the ring into 
operators affiliated with R). The same is true of the operator 
ILl (r”) :@(f)“-‘:, which is a sum of operators affiliated with R. Since 
they agree on a strongly dense domain, their closures are the same. 
Now 
e-idm) 
I- 
:@(g,)“:f(y) dyezbfh) = 
J 
. e-ib(ht :@(g,)n: eidch’f(y) dy, 
by virtue of the 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a continuous and bounded function from the 
regular measure space G to L,(R, E); let V be a unitary operator such 
that VRV-l C R and VF(.)V-1 is also a continuous and bounded 
function from G to L,(R, E). Then ;f k is an integrable scalar function 
on G, 
V j F(y) k(y) dy V-l = 1 ET’(y) V-lk(y) dy. 
Proof. It is convenient to prove first the 
SUBLEMMA. The operation T -+ VTV-l (defined on the domain D 
of all operators T E L,(R, E) such that VTV-l is again in L,(R, E)) is 
closed as a linear operator in L,(R, E). 
Proof of Sublemma. Suppose that T, ED (n = 1, 2,...), that 
T, + T in L,(R, E), and that VT,V-I + T’ in L,(R, E). Then there 
exists a subsequence Tn, such that Tn, + T nearly everywhere 
(cf. [15J; this means that, given E > 0, there exists a sequence Pn, of 
projections in R such that P,,(E) t I as n t 00, and such that 
II(Tn - T) - P&>ll + 0. Note that the algebra of closed operators 
affiliked with R is invariant under the transformation A 4 VAV-l, 
5So/4/3-9 
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for the spectral projections of these (necessarily normal) operators 
are carried into the spectral projections of the transformed operators, 
which are therefore all in R, which is equivalent to affiliation with R 
in the case of a normal operator. It follows that 
but the sequence VPn,(c) V/‘-l has the property of t I, and of being in R, 
so that it results that VTn, V-l -+ VTV-’ nearly everywhere. On 
the other hand, VT,,V-l -+ T’ in L&R, E), so that some subsequence 
of the VT,,V--l is convergent nearly everywhere to T’. It follows that 
T’ = VTV-I, showing that TED, and that the indicated operation 
is closed as stated. 
Proof of Lemma. Consider first the case in which k is continuous 
on G and has compact support. Then JF( y) k(y) dy exists as a 
Riemann integral, say as the limit of the finite sums C F( yJ k( yi)mi 
(mi = measure of the small set in question). Now C VF( yi) V-lk( yz)mi 
is an approximating Riemann sum for the integral J VF( y) V-lk( y) dy, 
which likewise exists as a Riemann integral, and so converges to the 
latter integral as the original Riemann sum converges to the former 
integral. It follows from the sublemma that SF(y) k(y) dy is in the 
domain of the transformation T + VTV-’ in L,(R, E), and that 
V JF( y) k(y) dy V-l = J- VF( y) V-‘k( y) u’y. 
If now k is an arbitrary integrable scalar function on G, there is 
a sequence k, of continuous functions of compact support converging 
to it in L,(G). By a simple estimate, JF( y) k,(y) dy --t JF( y) k(y) u’y 
and J V.(y) V-lk,( y) dy --f J VF( y) V-lk( y) dy (both limits in 
L,(R, E). Another application of the sublemma now leads to the 
conclusion of the lemma. 
Consider now the equality stated just before the statement of the 
lemma. As already observed, :@(g,)? is a continuous function of y, 
as a function into L,(R, E). On the other hand, by the expression 
for F7 :@( g,)? V-l, where V = e- ib(h), derived earlier, this is a finite 
linear sum of continuous maps of G into L,(R, E), and hence is itself 
such. Thus the lemma is applicable, and the specialization of its 
conclusion is just the stated equality. 
It remains to show that 
f :4YgyW Cg, , WWy) dy - J’ :@(Y)n-‘: h(Yyf(Y) dy - 0 I 
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inL,(R, E), asg + 6. On setting (g, , h)rf( y) = F,(y), the difference 
whose convergence is in question may be written as 
j :@(gr)n-? F~(~) dy - j :@(gp: &(y) dy 
+ j :@(gyj-: F,(y) dy - j :@(yY: F,(Y) 4, 
where F,(y) = h( y)‘f( y). Th e second term of this difference has 
already been estimated and shown to converge to zero. The first 
term has the form 
s :@k.Y: (F,(Y) -F,(Y)) 4s 
the norm of which in L,(R, E) is 
II E(:@(gJ-r: :@(g,,)“-‘:W,(y) - FLYWAY’) - F~v(Y’)) 4 4’. 
This is similar to terms treated in the earlier part of the proof; by 
a similar analysis, it reduces to a finite sum of terms of the form 
s VJ * ... * b)(k) 1 &(k) - &(k)I* dk, 
where the indicated convolution is (n - r)-fold. This convolution lies 
in L,( G*) for all p > 1, in particular in L,( G*), and so to complete the 
proof it suffices to show that 1 p&.) - P,(.)l’ ---t 0 in L,(G*), or 
equivalently that j pg(.) - p6(.)I -+ 0 in L,(G*). 
Now {g, , h) = (g t h)(y), so that 
the convolution in question being r-fold. It follows that 
Since convolution is a continuous operation on L,(G*), it suffices now 
to show that @ + h ih L,(G*) as g -+ 6, and this follows from the 
fact that the &j are uniformly bounded by 1, and converge uniformly 
on every compact set to 1. 
Various properties of the renormalized powers are important in 
applications. I begin with the locality. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. If H is any open subset of G, R, denotes the 
ring of operators determined by the Q(h), as h ranges over the set of 
elements of A the closure of whose support is contained in H. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The process @fw) has the property that if f is an 
element of L,(G) A L,(G) w zc is supported by the measurable subset K h ’ h 
of G, and if N is an arbitrary neighborhood of the unit e in G, then 
@“J(f) is affiliated with the ring of operators determined by the @i(h), 
as h ranges over the elements of A which are supported by KN. 
Proof. The proof showed that W7i)(f) is the limit in L,(R, E) of 
of s :@k,)":f(Y) dY, as g -+ 6. Now if g is chosen to have support 
in AT, then g, has support in KN, provided y E K; and other values of y 
do not contribute to the integral. Now for arbitrary k E A, having 
support interior to the open set H, Q(h) qR,, from which it follows 
that :@(h)“: 7RN(n = 1, 2,...); in particular, excluding values of y 
which do not contribute to the integral, :@(g,)“: TR, . It follows 
directly that J :@(g,)n: f ( y) dy TR,, for as a strong Banach-valued 
integral, the value is contained in the span of the range of the 
integrand; and the subset of L,(R, E) which is affiliated with any 
given subring of R is closed by the general theory of these spaces. 
By the extended automorphism grozlp of the group G I shall mean the 
group of transformations on G generated by: (a) translations, x -j xa 
(a fixed in G), (b) measure-preserving automorphisms of G. For the 
given locally compact abelian group G, let Ge denote the extended 
automorphism group, and let U denote the unitary representation 
of Ge on L,(G) given by the action, U(Z); f(x) + f (Z-lx). Another 
significant property of the renormalized powers just treated are their 
invariance under the induced action on the quantum process of the 
representation U(.) of Ge. 
COROLLARY 2.2. T( U(l)) WTL)(f) T( CT(Z))-l = Wn)( U(l)f ), for ar- 
bitrary 1 E Ge, f E L,(G) A L,(G), and n = 1, 2,. . . . 
Proof. Since the r( U(l)) 1 eave invariant the state E (as do 
the r(V) for arbitrary unitary operators), the transformation 
x --f r( U(Z)) xq U(Z)) -1 is unitary on L,(R, E). Now the problem is 
to show that 
lii T(U(Z)) 1 :@(g,)“:f(y) dyqqw = $2 J :@k,P wv)~)(Y) dY- 
There is no difficulty in passing the transformation by r(U(Z)) under 
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the integral sign on the left; the renormalization operation : : is 
invariant under transformation by an operator of the form I’(V), for 
unitary V, since this conserves brackets and the state E, in terms of 
which renormalized products are uniquely defined. The left side of 
the foregoing equation is therefore identical to the integral 
J :r( U(Z) @(g,)” r( U(Z))-r:f( y) dy, which in turn equals 
It suffices to treat the cases in which 1 is either a translation or 
a measure-preserving automorphism. If 1 is the translation 
x -+ x + a, writing the group additively, then the last integral is 
J :@(gr,+a)n:f( y) u’y = j :@(gJn:f( y - CZ) dy, which is identical 
with the integral on the right in the equation in question. If on the 
other hand, I is a measure-preserving automorphism, then 
j :@(W)gJ”:f(y) dr = J^ :%,V-‘T:f(y) dy 
= j :@(g(Z-lx - y))?f(y) dy 
zz 
J 
:@(g(l-lx - I-‘y))n:f(l-ly) dl-‘y 
= J :@(gt(x - rY:W4) dy, 
where x is a bound variable. The last expression is the same as 
J :@( U(Z)g)Jn: (U(Z)f)( y) dy; but as g -+ 6, U(Z)g -+ 6 for each I, so 
that the left side of the equation above is (after the passage to the limit 
g - 6) @y-J(W), in agreement with the right side. 
In order to treat differential equations involving the renormalized 
powers, various estimates of them are required. A simple but useful 
one is given by 
COROLLARY 2.3. With the notation of Theorem 2.1, @(n)(f) EL,@, E) 
for all p E [l, co). 
Proof. It evidently suffices to show that E((@“)(f))2’) < CQ for 
all positive integral t. To this end, note that according to Fatou’s 
lemma, if f, 4 f in L, , then J 1 f 1~ < lim sup% J / f, 1~; as a con- 
sequence, 
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showing that it suffices to show the uniform boundedness in g of 
WS :@k,P f( A a2% 
Observe next that in the case of an isonormal process F over a 
Hilbert space K, the map x -+ F(x)” is continuous from H into 
L,(H, F), for all positive integral n. For (( F(x)~ II2 < const (1 x Ijn by 
a simple estimate deriving from the unitary invariance of the isonormal 
process and the finiteness of the nth moment of a one-dimensional 
normal probability distribution. Now 
n-1 
F(x)" -F(y)" = (F(x) -F(y)) c F(x)iF(y>"-"; 
i=O 
by Holder’s inequality, 
n-1 
lie)" - F(YY II2 < II %4 - F(Y)lla c II~;(x)i F(r)“-” II* ; 
i=O 
on the other hand, 11 F(x) - F(y)jlr = 1) F(x - y)& < const 11 x - y 11 
from the inequality noted, while 
IIF(x)~F(y)n-” II4 < IIF@Y IIs llF(~)n-~ II8 < cona II x I? IIY IP 
by the same inequality. 
It follows as a matter of integration theory that F(x) EL,(H, F) for 
all p E [I, co), and that the mapping x + F(x)~ is a continuous 
mapping from H into L,(H, F), for p E [l, co). Now :F(x)~: is a finite 
linear combination of the F(x)” for m 6 n, with coefficients which 
are positive integral powers of /( x II (cf. Theorem 1.3). It follows that 
the map x + :F(x)“: is also a continuous mapping from H into 
L,(H, F), for all p E [ 1, cc). The map 
(x1 ,...) XJ -+ :F(Q: :F(x,)“: ... :F(x,)“: 
similarly carries the n-fold direct sum of H with itself continuously 
into L,(H, F), by virtue of the fact (readily deduced from Holder’s 
inequality) that for any measure space (S, s), the common part of 
the &,(A’, S) for p E [I, co) forms a topological algebra, in the topology 
in which fn -+ f if this is true in every LP-norm, p E [l, co). (This 
algebra will be denoted as L[,,,)(S, s).) 
Now @, as the basic process of a normal anti-symmetric process, 
with covariance operator C2, can be identified with the restriction 
of the isonormal process in the space K, consisting of RL,(G) with 
the revised inner product: (x, y)’ = (C-lx, C-ly), to the dense 
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subspace A. The mapping y +g, is continuous from G into K for 
g,(K) = g(k)@.u, so that 
since 1 i(K) 1 2b( k)-’ is integrable. Hence, composing the map y -+g, 
with the isonormal process, it follows that the map 
(Yl ,**-> yt) -+ :@(gy,)n: *.. :@(gJk 
is continuous from G’ into Lt, ,)(R, E), in the indicated topology; 
in particular it is continuous into L, , from which it follows that 
J :@(g,,)“: *-* :@(&,PftYl) *-*f(rJ dY1 -*- dyt exists as a vector- 
valued integral of a function from G x *em x G into L,(R, E), and 
has expectation (a continuous linear functional on L,(R, E)) equal to 
J E(:@(g,,)n: --- %$/,Pf(Yl) -f(Yt) dY1 *-* dYl * 
At this point, the following observation is relevant: 
SUBLEMMA. Let P be a given probability measure space; let (M, m) 
be a given regular locally compact measure space, let f and g be continuous 
and bounded functions from M into L,(P) and L,(P), respectively; and 
suppose that y-l = a-l + /!-I, y E [l, co]. Then the integral 
exists as a strong vector-valued integral of a function on (M, m)2 to 
L,(P), and equals Jf(a) h(a) da Jg(u) h(a) da. 
Proof of Sublemma. If f and g are replaced by simple functions, 
i.e. finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of measurable 
sets in (M, m) of finite measure, whose coefficients are in L,(P) and 
L,(P), respectively, the indicated conclusion is easily verified. Now 
it is no essential loss of generality to suppose that M is sigma-compact, 
for h and k are supported by a fixed such set, and M may be replaced 
by this set without any essential change. Making then this supposition, 
it is well-known that f and g are limits of uniformly bounded sequences 
of simple functions. Applying the indicated conclusion to the elements 
of these sequences, it is straightforward to pass to the limit on both 
sides of the equality, obtaining the stated conclusion. 
It follows that if the hypothesis of the Sublemma is valid for all 01 
and /3 in [l, oo), then the conclusion is valid for all y E [l, co). By 
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repeated application of this result, it remains valid for any finite 
number of factors. It follows in particular that 
s :@(gul)? .** :@(gu,Pf(y,) --.f(rt) dy, ... dyt 
= (j :@(gu)“:f(Y) drf. 
Thus, it suffices to show that JE(:@(g,,)“: *a* :@(g,,)“:) 17,f(yi) dyi 
remains bounded as g + 6. 
Now observe that, by Theorem 1.3, and with the same notation, 
E(:z,“: ... :qn: ) = c n E(Z,ZJ~(~‘~), 
4(.)eQ i-z3 
where Q is the set of all functions q(i, j) having nonnegative integral 
values, defined for i,j = 1, 2 ,..., t and i +j, and such that Ci q(i,j) = n 
for all j, and q(i, j) = q(j, i). It is evident that Q is a finite set, and it 
therefore suffices to show that any individual term in the corresponding 
expression for J E( :@(gz/Jn: *** :@(g,,)“:) nif( yi) dyi remains 
bounded. 
The generic such term has the form 
Now 
E(@(g,,) @(g,,)) = 1 i(K)* eik’(u’-Y~~b(k) d  
= %(Yi - Yih 
where w, is the inverse Fourier transform of gab. By &-Fourier 
transform theory, )I w8 llP, < const /I j2b lJP for 1 < p < 2; since 
g2 < 1, this means that 1) We I&, remains bounded as g -+ 6 for all 
sufficiently large p’ < co. From Holder’s inequality, it follows that 
the same is true of 11 wgq IjP, , for any positive integer 4, say q = q(i, j) 
in the special integral under consideration. This means that the term 
in question has the form 
where the r&j are functions which depend on g, but either have their 
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norms in L,J , for sufficiently large p’, bounded independently of g, 
or are identically one (according as g(;, j) # 0 or g(i, j) = 0). To 
conclude the proof, it therefore suffices to establish the 
SUBLEMMA. Iff E -L)(G)~ and if wij ranges over a set of functions 
on G which are in L,, for all su$iciently large p’ < 1, or alternatively 
are identically 1, then the integral J j ni,j,‘ij’( yi - yj) nkf ( yk)/ dyl, 
remains bounded provided the norms of the wcijJ in L,,, remain bounded, 
for each suficiently large p’. 
Proof of Sublemma. This is by induction on t. The result is trivial 
for t = 1. Now assuming that the conclusion is valid up to t, consider 
the case of t + 1. Taking absolute values, applying the Fubini 
theorem, and integrating first over yr , the integral takes the form 
j [j / Ejwl’(Yl - yj)f(Yl) 1 dYl] WY, ,...,Yt) k~ldYky 
where the induction hypothesis assures the boundedness of the integral 
of G. Thus it suffices to show that J / nIICZj wli( yr - yj)f( yr)l dy, 
remains uniformly bounded as a function of ya ,..., yt , as the wli 
vary in the indicated fashion. To this end, let m be the number ofj 
such that wrj is not identically 1, and for such a wlj, let pj be such 
that 1 < pj < co and wlj E L,(G) for pi < p < co; finally, set 01 
for the maximum of m + 1 and all thepj , and define /? by the equation 
p-1 = 1 - ma-l. Then evidently wlj E L,(G) for all j, while 
co > /3 > 1, so that f E L,(G). Applying Holder’s inequality, it 
results that J I lll<j W?Y~ - yj>f(Yl)I dh < lll,j II wli IIL? Ilf Ila 9 
which is the required bound. 
Remark 2.1. The use of the space L,(A, E), of all square-integrable 
operators with respect to the gage E, could be avoided in the foregoing 
proof through the use in place of it of the real wave representation. 
The space L,(A, E) is unitarily equivalent to the Hilbert space K, 
in such a way that the identity operator I corresponds to the vacuum 
vector v; and multiplication operations X -+ AX in L,(A, E) (for A 
given in A) correspond to the elements of A itself. Through the use 
of this unitary equivalence, @m)(f) could be defined equally well by 
reduction to a limit in K, or in L,(H,), to which K is equivalent, 
according to the real wave representation. On balance, neither 
approach seems significantly simpler than the other, and the approach 
in terms of L,(A, E) appears to be more compact and susceptible to 
generalization. 
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Remark 2.2. The neutral scalar relativistic quantized field in 
(n + I)-dimensional space-time dimensions corresponds to the 
special case in which G is the additive group of Rn, and C has the form 
(m21 - A)lj*, m being the “mass,” and here supposed positive. 
It is only when rz = 1 that the associated spectral function 
b(k) = (m2 + k2)-l12 satisfies the condition of being in all the spaces 
L,(G*) for p > 1. When n > 1, it is demonstrable that, for example, 
@(“J(f) exists when 71 >p 1 only for f = 0 (cf. [12]). In a certain 
extended sense, in which the values of Pn)(f) are permitted to be 
suitably generalized operators, the renormalized powers exist also 
for n > 1; this work will be presented in a separate publication. 
The cited result for scalar fields in two-dimensional space-time 
is a special case of the following result applicable to euclidean- 
invariant and temporally invariant equations in arbitrary-dimensional 
space-times. Concerning the mathematical formulation of the notion 
of “quantized field associated with a given equation,” cf. [12] and [17]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A denote the laplacian in Rn; let p denote 
a polynomial such that p(L) > 0 for all 1 > 0; let @(f, t) denote the 
quantumfield at time t, averaged over space with respect to the function f, 
associated with the equation 
a*+ 
p +P(-44 = 0. 
If p(x * x)-l/2 is in L&R”) f or all q > 1, then the renormalized powers 
CP)( f) exist for f E L, h L, , and satisfy the conditions and corollaries 
previously given in connection with Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. The operator C relevant to this quantized field is p( -A)l/*. 
The spectral function for C2 is consequently p(~ . .)-lj2. 
The analog to this corollary when Rn is replaced by toroidal space 
Tn holds by essentially the same proof. 
Remark 2.3. A further generalization of the present results is to 
the case of the dynamical process obtained in the following fashion. 
Let A4 denote (n + 1)-dimensional Minkowskian space-time, and 
let H denote the space of all real measurable functions f on M whose 
Fourier transforms f exist suitably and vanish outside the dual 
lightcones in the dual space, and are such that the inner product 
<fJ> = .I- If(412 w(k) dk is finite, w being a given positive weight 
function. Temporal displacement then has a positive generator, 
and for suitable choice of w, the associated unique positive- 
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energy quantum process (relative to the anti-symmetric form 
AM g) = Im (f, g>) will b e such that its space averages, for fixed 
times, form well-defined processes, to which the foregoing theory 
is applicable. The vacuum vector w is no longer necessarily cyclic, 
as a result of which Remark 1 is no longer applicable, but the process 
in space which results is a simple direct integral of those considered 
in Theorem 2.1. The space-time process here described has been 
called a “generalized free field” in the heuristic literature. 
Remark 2.4. Work in a direction partially similar to the present 
one has been published by A. Jaffe, and further work, especially in 
the direction of dynamical applications indicated in [16], is presented 
in preprints by A. Jaffe and J. Glimm, which have kindly been con- 
veyed to me by the authors. For example, “Wick polynomials at fixed 
times,” J. Math. Phys. 7 (1966), 1250-1255, treats a case which is 
formally a particular case (G = R1, C(k) = (m2 + k2)lj4) of the 
processes to which the present work applies. Comment on the con- 
nection between these works and the present one may therefore be 
in order. 
In most of the cited work, essential use is made of definitions and 
results from the theoretical physical literature. As a result of this and 
of the foundational direction of the work, its precise mathematical 
status is not readily apparent. I regret that I have not yet been able 
to make any comprehensive separation of a mathematically 
unexceptionable part from the part which rests on theoretical physical 
considerations. 
Some impression of the connection may possibly be afforded by 
reference to a central result, Theorem 3.1 of “A hrb4 quantum field 
theory without cut-offs. I,” by Jaffe and Glimm (preprint, 1968). 
This is to the effect that a certain operator is essentially self-adjoint. 
The operator in question is formally identifiable with the restriction 
of a renormalized power as treated in Theorem 2.1 (or in Theorem 1 
of [16]) to a certain dense domain. The restriction of a self-adjoint 
operator to a dense domain is essentially self-adjoint provided the 
operator and domain are invariant under each of a set of unitary 
operator whose commuter ring is “finite” (cf. [1.5]). In the present 
case the ei+@) provide such a unitary set, so that the cited result 
of Jaffe and Glimm may be regarded as a corollary to our cited work, 
modulo the cited identification. On the other hand, this formally 
valid identification seems necessarily extra-mathematical. For, while 
referring to the mathematically precise work [IO], which treats space- 
time averaged Wick products using its own definition, Jaffe and Glimm 
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make implicit use, particularly in the relatively singular case of a 
fixed time, of the conventional calculus of Wick powers given in the 
physical literature. 
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